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T.A.G.HUNGERFORD

Old Waterfront, Macau

The seafront footpath is the backyard-or the front yard, it is difficult to tellof a row of timber, plastic sheet and tar-paper hutches which straddle out over
the shallows on the usual assortment of spastic supports. In this way, there is a
gradual merging of land-based activities with the wonderful water-borne existence
of the boat-people ... a breed apart, proud and independent, among the. thousand
splinter divisions of the Chinese nation. It is difficult to discern where one stops and
the other be.gins, since every shack has tied to it, at a suicidal sort of ladder
descending to the water, a pencil-slim dinghy or pot-bellied sampan that serves as
gad-about, guest-room, or auxiliary kitchen, and sometimes even as chicken-run
and dog-kennel. Beyond this row of boat-houses or house-boats, there is a sort of
Tom-Tiddler's-ground, a public thoroughfare, a little Grand Canal of open water
on which there is an unending shuttle-service of small craft between junk and
shore and shore and junk, operated usually by beldams too old to do anything else,
sometimes by young wives with babies pick-a-back, out to swell the family income;
and sometimes even by children who are, perhaps, on the late shift at school.
On the seaward (or rather, since we are in the harbour) on the Chinese-shore
side, of this watery avenue, are the junk moorings. This is incontestably the territory
of the boat-people, and a most fascinating, ever-changing, agelessly unchanging
spectacle it is: if you were to see nothing else in Macau, it would be worth your
having made the visit.
The.re is little enough to choose between the filth of the sidewalk and the filth
of the water-except that the latter will be swilled out come the turn of the tidebut even at its noisiest and most noisesome, the boat-city exists in a sort of archaic
dignity and authority ... which, in all probability, derives from the rhythms of
two-thousand years of living in just this way and, even, perhaps, in just this spot.
Watching the junks depart and return, depart and return, an ancient village which
disintegrates and reforms daily in the same place, dumping its rubbish over the side
after every meal and every clean-up, I have often speculated upon the fabulous
midden which must exist in the preserving mud beneath it, and have wondered why
no branch of archaeological investigation has ever thought to mount a dig (or
perhaps, a drag) there, to uncover the record of its existence since the first few boats
nosed into this cosy anchorage, so close to the fecund fishing grounds of the estuary,
but close also to all the very necessary things that only the despised land can
produce.
The junk village is like a scene by Breughel, in which everyone disposed about
the canvas is doing something-either funny, useful, traditional or obscene. It is
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a show-stopper at any time, the sort of thing you can stand and watch for a whole
morning, and not realise that a whole morning has gone by. I go down often at
dawn, to watch it stir and rub its eyes before plunging into the free-far-all of
the day.
In the first grey light, it is like any other village-except that, almost imperceptibly, it rocks. It is, for once, relatively quiet: no noise at all, except the bark
of an early-rising dog, the wail of a baby, and, near at hand, the creak of some old
hull as it shifts in its sleep. And overall, but so much a part of the pattern as to
be un-noticed after the first few seconds, the chug-chug of diesel motors as, one
after another, like cows let out to graze after milking, the junks glide down harbour
to the bay, and the estuary, and the open sea.
The first light touches the hills of China, just over there, and a moment later
drips gold on the. highest masts of the forest. All of a sudden, life begins to stir.
Here and there, as if by pre-arranged signal, wavering blue smoke spirals up
from cooking fires. Men and boys appear, drowsily, and relieve themselves over
the side. In the sampans closest to the seawall, you can see brightly-coloured cotton
quilts thrown back, as children roll off them onto the deck. Dogs appear, yawning
and wagging their tails, and sniff at their bowls in anticipation of breakfast;
chickens tethered in a sampan ruffle and scratch, and their gorgeous lord, also
tethered, stretches his neck and greets the day like any other rooster, anywhere.
The waft of incense takes over, as renewed joss-sticks mix their pale eddies with
the aromas of cooking and salt-water and refuse. Young women roll back the
roofs of canvas, plastic and tar-paper which every night transform working boats
into bedrooms for families. One old lady in a sampan close to the wall dips her
false teeth into the water alongside and scrubs them vigorously ... as well she
might! ... before replacing them; other old ladies totter and creak around, yet
amazingly sure-footed in the tiny craft, doing the small morning tasks of their lot.
Other old ladies who work the morning ferry service pole back and forth between
the thicket of boats and the landing-steps. A flock of school-children dise·mbark
in smart blue school-blazers and a crescendo of squeals, and scamper along to the
little kerbside eatery by A-Ma's temple for breakfast bowls of watery noodles,
rice and soup. The first basketfull of cockles is dumped into a steaming cauldron
on the footpath. Young women with children at heel, and in slings on their backs,
chivvy their broods in and out of the ferrying sampans like mother quail. One
unbelievably smart young man (mustard-coloured suit, pink shirt and massive
mauve· tie: he does not sit down during the trip) leaps up the steps and beetles
off among the cockle-cookers, the first pedicab drivers, the garbage collectors and
the children already playing stone-scissors-paper on the sidewalk, the chickens
the dogs the cats the fish and the coiled-up, drying snakes, to an office. in that
other world, up-town. There is a growing concatenation of cars, and the first
crackers of the day-or maybe the last of the night, it isn't possible to tellhasten the departure of any lingering demons. The sun is well up. Communist
flags flutter bloody and brave at the mastheads, and in bunches and cascades elsewhere, on almost every junk. Another day has begun on the old waterfront in
Macau.
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RANDOLPH STOW

Two Letters of 1629 on the
"Batavia" Disaster

In view of the interest that Western Australians have long shown in the affair of
the "Batavia", Westerly seems the proper place in which to make available two
published letters from survivors which have evidently not been reprinted since their
initial appearance. in 1630. As the pamphlet which contains them antedates the first
edition of Ongeluckige Voyagie van't Schip Batavia by seventeen years, they can
probably be accepted as the earliest printed documents in the dossier.
lowe my knowledge of them to an appendix in A. J. Rehorst's Torrentius, a
study of the much maligned painter who was said to have been the evil genius of
Jeronimus Cornelisz. Rehorst, unfortunately, convinced that the Second Letter was
"an obvious forgery ... invented to show that this merchant ... was a Rosicrucian,
and thus a follower of Torrentius", did not think them worthy of more than a few
lines of quotation. However, the original pamphlet, with another which also reproduces the Second Letter, can be found in the Royal Library at The Hague.
The first pamphlet is largely made up of a reprint of Leyden Ferry-boat Gossip
(Leyds Veer-Schuyts Praetjen), a spirited doggerel account of Torrentius's trial
which first appeared in 1628. (A transcription of the 1628 text is printed as Appendix X in Rehorst's Torrentius, with a misprint or misreading in line 413, where
"Taech" should read "Caech"). It is at least possible that copies of this peculiar
work accompanied some. passengers on the "Batavia". This might explain Torrentius's strange fame, and perhaps also Jeronimus's reason for claiming friendship
with him: a claim which may have been no more than a shocking boast. Certainly
the many documents in the Torrentius case, first printed by A. Bredius in Johannes
Torrentius, Schilder, 1589-1644 ('s-Gravenhage, 1909), and worked over again by
Rehorst, mention no Jeronimus Cornelisz, and no apothecary.
The title. page of the first pamphlet reads:
LEYDEN
FERRY-BOAT GOSSIP
BETWEEN A Merchant AND A Citizen of LEYDEN!
travelling from Haarlem to Leyden! containing the various occurrences! involving Torrentius, and the Magistracy
of Haarlem! concerning his examination or trial: With his
opinions on Religion! and the Proceedings which
followed thereon! and also his Condemnation.
How they dealt with Johannes Torrentius,
And how due form observed by the Bench was.
WESTERLY, No.1, APRIL, 1972
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Hereto are added,
TWO LETTERS WRIlTEN IN Batavia, WITNESSING THE
conduct of Jeronimus Cornelisz. under Merchant on the Ship
Batavia, and therewith his death, he having been a Disciple of Johannes Torrentius aforesaid.
Made publici as a warning to everyone.
ANNO 1630.
Then follow the 427 lines of Leyden Ferry-boat Gossip, a jaunty work with
something of the literary quality of a Dutch Gammer Gurton's Needle. Finally,
there come the two letters.

*

*

*

*

Letter
WRITTEN AT SEA FROM BATAVIA, THE
11. DECEMB. 1629
Worthy and most discreet N. N., this is cordially to acquaint you that I am yet
stout and well, for which I have. mightily to thank God, hoping that it is likewise
with you. First of all, I shall write you in brief what happened to our Ship Batavia
and the People, for I am well aware that there must be many lies going about. The
Ship Batavia, with the Maid of Dort, the Ship Bueren, the, Yacht Sardam, and
A ssende1ft, these Five Ships having passed the Cape de bonne Esperance in order
to run within sight of the Southland, four of the Ships strayed away. We thought
to run in sight of the before-mentioned Southland at twenty-seven degrees, but
arrived at the twenty-eighth and a half degree, the Ship struck fast, on Whit
Monday, being the fourth of June, 1629, early in the morning at daybreak, the
Ships being away from us, and we had no assistance to look for, except as we
relied on the Sloop and Boat. But oh, alas! it went badly amiss. We put out an
anchor aft, but it was in vain. The day being come on, we saw an Island lying near
the Ship, to which we brought a party of People in the Boat and Sloop, salvaging
a little Water and Bread. I and our Merchant, and about forty souls more remaining
on the Ship, thought also to get to Land in the Boat and Sloop, but the. foresaid
Boat and Sloop went away with forty-eight souls to Batavia, and left the People
in so very desolate a plight, the Ship remaining sound about eight days, but when
the Ship began to break up, we, came off it on planks and rafts, and some making
their way through the breakers with their naked bodies, as I myself did. There
being in our party a hundred Persons, twenty of us came off, the rest of them
drowned. Being come among the other People, we found [ourselves] to be two
hundred and eight souls strong, of whom several Children died of thirst, so that
two hundred of us still remained alive there. Our Merchant being also come ashore,
he made himself Master, as he had been on the. Ship. We had to live on what came
drifting from the Ship. As we had brought Wine and Bread ashore in the Boat, we
had to live the whole day there on two small mugs [Mutskens] of Wine and a little
Bread. Having lived three weeks in rest and peace, praying God that he would
grant the Boat a fortunate journey, which inde,ed he did, as you shall hear hereafter, being content with what was given to us, the Merchant hatched forth a
Treason, dispatching a party of People to another Island. He. thought to leave
them there. to die and be parched from hunger and thirst. What cruelty! which
never Nero or any other Tyrant would have thought of; such slaughter. These
People were about sixty souls, of whom four were pregnant Women, and the rest
were all Men and Boys, amongst whom was I. We being provided for by God, the
Murderers became. angry in their hearts, and thought that we should live too long,
on which day they murdered forty-five of those there. I and ten other Men escaped
by raft to a high Island, where we found forty more men whom they had set down
8
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on that Island, so as to leave them to die, but the Lord God has provided it wonderfully. Being now well enough warned of these Murderers, we set about resistance,
making Pikes from Prussian [pine] planks, which we split, and stuck in them spikes
fourteen or sixteen inches big, which came drifting from the. wreck. Seeing this,
the Murderers were astonished. They thought that we were all dead, but the Lord
God provided for us so bountifully, that we could well have. lived there a hundred
years with ten thousand men. In one day we could catch five hundred Birds like
Doves, and each Bird had an Egg with her, as big as a Hen's Egg. As well, we
caught Hares, the like, of which were never seen alive, and were better tasting than
chicken Meat, of which every man could catch daily 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and sometimes
more for his dinner. We also caught Fish called Stonebream, forty in the space of
an hour, as big as Cod. We found Wells which were 50, 60 fathoms and 100 and
more deep, being very sweet Water. Our enemies came sometimes with Sloops,
Swords and Pikes, but they being no stronger than thirty-six Men and five Women
-for the other people were all done to death, as they also thought to do to uswe, heartily resisting, being forty-seven souls strong and a Child, drove them back,
astonished that we were so fat and sleek, not knowing that we had so much to
eat. The third expedition coming to us, being quite lean with hunger and thirst,
wanted to be provisioned by us; but this being done in order to kill us, by a ruse
we took five of the principal murderers prisoner. Seeing this, the others resorted to
their weapons. When we saw this, that our Enemies wanted to come upon us, we
struck four of them dead. The Merchant and five more we held prisoner. In sum,
we withstood our enemy until deliverance came. On the very day that the Ship
came to deliver us, they wounded four more of our People, of whom one died, the
others recovered. We bringing these tidings in our Yawl, and how it had fared with
us, the Commandeur was alerted of this treason of the Murderers. They also
thought to run away with the Ship. He mustered his People, the guns being loaded
with Musket balls. When a Yawl of Murderers came alongside, the Commandeur
called to them that they must toss their arms overboard, which the Murderers
instantly did. On their coming aboard, the Commandeur took them prisoner one·
and all. Being tried, the Murderers declared everything. The Commandeur, having
responsibility and warrant for Justice, then had the Merchant and six more
hanged. The others remained in Irons until we came to the main south-land, which
lies about four leagues [mijlen]l from there, where we set down two Murderers,
bringing the rest to Batavia. There they were brought ashore as prisoners, and what
shall be done with them, time will show. According to what I hear, we are to
teceive two months wages for our faithfulness; you will hear much more of this
when the Journals come out. General Ian Pietersz. Coenen passed away in
December, 1629.2 In his place is set General Specx, he is thus Admiral General
of the East Indies. I cannot write you much more of this story about the Ship
Batavia, you will certainly hear more of it. There was a Letter written in the Fleet,
according to which I have not been heard of with the Boat. Do not think on this
account that I am dead. N. N. had written this because he heard nothing of me,
when our Boat came to Batavia with forty-eight souls. But the Yacht Sardam
delivered us. On the ship Batavia we were three hundred and forty souls strong,
of whom one hundred and nineteen came away, forty-eight in the Boat, and
seventy-one in the Yacht Sardam. Write promptly how it &c.
Your Obedient N. N.
Merchant. He means the under-Merchant.
Second Letter
I have now related that all went well with us, until we had come between the
Cabo de Bona Esperanca and the Southland, where the first trouble arose, through
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a certain Woman who was blackened by a few Shipmates, on her face as well as
under her clothes, and also dishonestly handled, of which the High-boatswain was
said to be the cause" by the suggestion also of the Skipper. And as the Commandeur
was of the opinion that the same ought not to be tolerated, but punished, so that
the like should not occur again, the trouble and discord became greater. Thereupon
it followed that on the fourth of June, 1629, being Whit Monday, our ship struck
a shoal [draogte] on Houtman's Abroilles near the Southland, where it remained
sitting for a few days before it burst. Forty-eight of us scrambled into the Boat
[Bock]3 in order to sail to an Island for provisioning, but found nothing. At last
we were on a certain Island, and found there a few stoups of Water, but not much
considering the People. And when we endeavoured to come again to the Ship, we
had to abandon it because of the, great gale and thunder-storm, so that we were
forced to make towards Batavia. You may imagine what distress we were in. We
had hardly a foot's breadth of board and sat packed on top of one another, could
not stir for fear that the Boat [Bock] should capsize, took in much Water, in short
we expected constantly nothing else but death. At last by God's Help we reached
Batavia, after we had travelled four hundred leagues [mijlen] in such affliction.
Having restored ourselves somewhat there, some of us were commanded to go and
look to the Ship Batavia, and at last after nine weeks travelling reached thereabout.
But oh what affliction! what misery! my pen stands still to write this, consequently
I shall keep my counsel so that I write nothing of it, I shall write only such things
as we· understood from the surviving people. After we had parted from the Ship
Batavia, the under Merchant Jeronimus Cornelisz., being a Frisian (and erstwhile
Apothecary at Haarlem, where he had been, so it is said here, a follower of Jan
Symonsz. Torrentius) assumed supreme authority, greatly lording it, and whoever
would not be obedient to him was murdered at once, the Women who would not
oblige him killed and defiled. He sent a party of People, so that they should perish
of hunger and distress, to an Island, where he thought that nothing would be got
on which to live, so that they should perish in great affliction. And noticing that
somehow they could maintain themselves there, he and his accomplices still sought
to kill the same, as moreover he did nearly all. The. Children he treated brutally,
the pregnant Women were not spared, in sum he lived as if there were no God. He
also thought to run away with the Yacht which had come to their deliverance, but
was foiled in his evil intention, and they took him and his accomplices prisoner.
And after he had been imprisoned a few days, and many of his villainies were
confessed and proven, he, was hanged with some of the principal Ringleaders,
dying as he had lived, not believing in the existence of Devil nor Hell, God or
Angel, the opinions 01 the Torrentians having spread themselves thus far. A hundred and twenty-four people, Men, Women and Children, were by this Jeronimus
most cruelly done to death. The Almighty, merciful and good God will preserve us
and our Fatherland from such Plagues. I shall write at more length another time,
&c.
Yr Hons Obedient N. N.

*

*

*

*

The second of the Knuttel pamphlets referred to above is a flimsier production,
mostly taken up by the Second Letter. Its short title is Strange Story of the life
and opinions of Jan Symensz. Torentius, and it was printed at Haarlem for
Louwerens Jansz, in 1630. It is dismissed by Rehorst, without quotation, as a
"libel" which "tells us nothing new about Torrentius". But its Haarlem origin
gives a certain interest to what it has to say about Jeronimus.
Here follows a Letter concerning the life and death of Jeronimus Cornelis,
erstwhile Apothecary at Haarlem, where he was a Disciple or Fellow-Brother
or Jan Symensz. Torentius, and when Torentius was imprisoned, and this
10
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Jeronimus Cornelisz. had banqueted away most of his property, he hired
himself out as under Merchant to the East Indies on the Ship Batavia, where
he brought to pass such frightful and beastly deeds, witness the recent Letter,
written in the town of Batavia, by one who himself travelled out on the Ship
Batavia, as follows &c.
And the story concludes with the Second Letter, its opening lines slightly altered
to read: "After we had travelled away from our Fatherland on the Ship Batavia,
all went well with us until &c."

*

*

*

*

Obviously these pamphlets do not add very much to the mass of documents
assembled by the late Henrietta Drake-Brockman, and translated by Mr E. D.
Drok-to whom I am grateful for looking over my own ungainly versions and
suggesting some improvements. There is the new information that Jeronimus was
a Frisian, which might lead to the discovery of some record of his existence before
1629. But the letters are interesting chiefly in their point of view. The first gives
a short and crude, but unique, account of the life of Wiebbe Hayes's "resistance",
growing "fat and sleek" on its unpromising island; the second leaves us with an
even more hurried, but still firsthand, impression of what it was like to travel
packed in a little boat from the. Abrolhos to Batavia, and then to be sent straight
back again on the Sardam, with hardly a rest, to discover horrors of which the
memory made one's pen stand still.
Several reputations have suffered in the Australian rediscovery of the. "Batavia"
affair. The chief victim has been Torrentius, the zany Jonsonian braggart (and
marvellous painter) whose talent earned him the protection of Charles I of England, and whose endurance under torture won the sympathy even of Haarlem's
public executioner. Things have been written about Torrentius in Australia which
are worse than inaccurate: they are, as Rehorst would say, a libel or lampoon.
But the most innocent sufferer-somehow demeaned in the Batavia's atmos·
phere of ghastly farce-has been the ordinary 17th Century Dutchman. So it is
useful to be reminded, as one reads of Wiebbe Hayes's mates contentedly tucking
into the Abrolhos fauna, of their endearing and omnivorous contemporary Willem
Ysbrantsz. Bontekoe. Bontekoe bringing his sick men to an island, where "they
crept beside one another in the grass and said: 'We feel better already'''; or
Bontekoe sitting in a boat, after his ship had blown up, with a cushion on his
gashed head, while his men poulticed the wounds with chewed bread and refused
the offer of his shirt, feeling "still anxious about me, to keep me alive": these are
the sort of pictures we need to have in mind if we are to register the real horror
of Jeronimus Cornelisz., and the. real pathos of most of his victims.

*

*

*
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KENNETH ELLIS

Al the Great
(from Fairytales for Adults)

There was once a clever youth named Al who read the life stories of great men
to learn how to be great himself. He was the pride of his parents. They sent him
to a very expensive private school. It cost $1,000 a term.
His father, a cigar manufacturer, said: "I would pay anything to keep that boy
off the streets", and bought him an 82-volume encyclopaedia set that cost $960.50,
which he paid for at $12 a week, plus interest, over one year 28!- weeks.
But the father didn't have enough money to keep spending at this rate and when
he. found that the neighbours were spending more on their son he got so desperate
he robbed a bank and was caught and sent to jail for 30 years. Luckily, the mother
was able to sell her life story to the newspapers for enough money for Al to finish
his education. Then he set out to be famous.

He bought a suit and a false beard and let his crew-cut grow and dyed it grey.
He practised in front of the mirror and then went out to stand on a box and make
speeches to crowds.
12
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But this was America and the crowds didn't just shout back, as they had done
to the great men in the books, they threw things at him and one man even tried to
shoot him.
"Ladies and gentlemen -" was all he had time to say before he ran for his life.

, ,

•

•

"It's no good, Mother", he cried. "I've got to go to England. They don't carry
guns over there."
So, to pay his fare, his mother sold all her rings and they persuaded his father
to cash his insurance policy.
"It's no use to you in jail", they said.
2
In England, AI went straight to the Houses of Parliament, where they make the
laws, and cried:
"Ladies and gentlemen ..." to all the important people present, but a policeman
took him out.
The hot-dog man Al bought his lunch from said:
"You ought to go to Speakers' Corner at Hyde Park. They don't mind who
speaks there. You can't miss it."
"I can't wait till Sunday!" snapped AI, adjusting his false beard, "I want to be
famous before then."
And he went back to his hotel and sulked. After a while, he grew bored and
ordered a colour television set to be brought to his room. A Great Man was being
interviewed on the BBC. AI sat up and watched attentively.
The great man was telling the interviewer how he had come up from the bottom.
"1 expected no favours and granted none!" the Great Man said. "By George, I
went about in old clothes and no tie and just two-pence ha'penny in my pocket!
Those were the days! I used to speak at street corners and debating societies. They
were the only people who would listen to me and sometimes even they wouldn'tl"
3

Now Al felt he had bee·n going about it all wrong. So he sold his suit and gave his
false beard to a little boy. He bought jeans and a T-shirt and a wig that came down
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to his shoulders and answered an advertisement in a magazine that called together
all those interested in forming an entertainment group in a cellar named the Hippie
Hideaway. He made lots of friends and the people who came to the Hippie Hideaway to drink coffee listened intently no matter what his speech was about and they
clapped him loudly.

He thought: "Now I'm famous-only to a small number of people but it's the
same thing."
But when he thought more deeply, he decided: "Fame doesn't feel so wonderful
after all. I don't feel much different from when I was unknown. And I'm tired of
these old clothes and I don't earn much money. I think I'll get a proper job."

4
So he sold the wig to a carnival shop and bought a new suit, a darker one, and got
a job selling clockwork toys for the Runaround Playmates Company to shops all
over London. He was so good at it that in two months he was Deputy Assistant
Dispatch Manager at the warehouse.
His boss was full of praise, the switchboard girl made eyes at him and he had
plenty of money to spend. He fell in love and married the switchboard girl and
by the time they had a baby boy and named him Hubert, Al was the Dispatch
Manager at the warehouse.
In the evenings, he used to sit in his big modern armchair in his new house just
outside London and wonder why ever he. wanted to be a famous man who made
speeches to crowds.
"Everybody knows that the toy business is booming", he thought. "It's a fine
career that I'd be proud for a son of mine to take up."
And when his mother came over from America on holiday, he blushed at her
telling his wife how he used to go into the streets and talk to people from a box.

5
In fifteen years, Al had worked so well that his boss retired and let him run the
warehouse himself. He was now Managing Director and was paid £8,000 a year.
But he was unhappy: his children (he had four now) had grown up and his wife
nagged him.
It wasn't the thing to be a businessman any more. Values had changed. Television was full of famous young artistic men being interviewed and saying how
wrong it was to earn lots of money and own a car and a house; the newspapers
14
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were full of life stories of big businessmen who had run away from their jobs and
their families to live deep in the country and make pottery.
Al started to make speeches again in his spare time. He joined a debating society
that met in an artist's garage in London every Friday night. His wife nagged him
all the harder because he got home late.
He was almost certain he had left his bid for fame too late, but he gave himself
just one more chance.
"I'm a rich man now, so it should be easier", he thought.
He hired the Albert Hall, a big hall in London, and had posters printed saying
he was going to speak. The whole thing cost several hundred pounds and his wife
was furious.
"AI-you're losing your mind!" she cried.
"No", Al said calmly. "If no one'll make me famous, I'll do it myself."
There were two months to go to the big night. The newspapers got hold of the
story and featured it prominently-it was unusual for someone to hire the Albert
Hall all for himself.
Al took his annual holidays, unscrewed the wardrobe mirror and carried it into
his study. There he practised day and night. His wife angrily packed her clothes and
took off to her mother's with the children. But Al didn't care and practised on and
on, only slipping out to buy fish and chips at the corner shop.
By the time there was only a week to go, he was so well-rehearsed and knew all
his speeches off by heart that he began to worry. It seemed too easy. Perhaps he
wasn't doing enough.
"I need something to add colour and humour-but what?" he thought. "Ahmusic!" he decided. "But I can't play anything and a week isn't enough time to
learn."
Then he remembered an advertisement in the morning paper. He found it and
read again:
BE A MUSICIAN IN ONE WEEK!
Lightning guitar and banjo tuition.
Stardust College of Melody, Grand Canyon House,
Broadway Arcade, London WC2XYZ 123
At the end of the week, he graduated with full honours on the banjo.
On the big night, he went before the audience with the confidence of a celebrity.
During the speeches, they laughed in the wrong places. They laughed all the time
during his banjo playing because when a string broke, he went on strumming out
of tune.
The Albert Hall, which has hundreds of seats, was not even a quarter full.
"Perhaps more people will come tomorrow night", thought Al. "And I hope
they're a better mannered audience than this one and don't laugh in the wrong
places."
The next night, the audience was bigger, but for the wrong reason. Everyone
thought Al was a comedian. The critics wrote in the newspapers that Al was "the
best funny man since Danny Kaye" and the people who had gone to the first
performance told their friends: "He pretends to be so serious, which makes him all
the funnier."
Al was so angry and hurt that he decided to give up. He tried to explain to the
crowd of reporters who came to his home to interview him, but they thought it was
all part of the act.
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"This guy's hilarious", they said among themselves, "and he's so good at putting
on a serious face-which, of course, makes him all the funnier." And they wrote
about him in that way.
But Al didn't give up. Partly because he was a great believer in the old saying,
"The show must go on", but mostly because a big fat promoter with a cigar offered
him £5,000 to tour America under the name of The Dropout Businessman.

And that's what he did. He has never looked back. He resigned as Managing
Director ,of the Runaround Playmates Company and he spends his time performing
all over the world. He has houses in Paris, Sydney and New York as well as London,
and his wife doesn't nag him any more. His children spent their last holiday in
Hawaii, and his mother, a very old woman by now, lives in California in a bungalow
that Al bought her.
To all the young men who come or write for advice on how to be famous, he
says: "Don't ever be afraid to make a fool of yourself."
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MURRAY BAIL

Still Life With Lemons

Some of the greatest names in our country have struggled there and realised their
dreams. Inhabitants must drawl in Greek by now. I am referring to the islands
Hydra and Kalymnos. The sky is entirely clear, and the ground also is Australian:
dry and white like the hot piles of rock which suddenly appear in our deserts.
I have left Milne on the island. The tragedy occurred within the walls of his
house, fifteen by twenty yards he rented at 1300 drachmas a month. To be more
than accurate it began among the hedges of a Melbourne suburb somewhere, with
a sister or two, heavy ticking clock, his father and Sunday lunch. Regard this, if
you like, as an essay, not necessarily a story. It can be read as a statement, flat
and possibly prophetic, for unlike a Greek tragedy, there is no ending.
Milne lived in the village two miles from the port, and it was necessary to walk
all the way (there were no taxis on the island) along a track which had worn its
directions into white rock. An old man wearing a black suit moved ahead of us.
It was queer to walk for such a distance with suitcases, but Milne had met us at the
boat and had insisted, characteristically, on lifting the heaviest, and then proceeded
to display the reserves of his will-power by going for an inordinate length of time
before changing hands. A red handkerchief was tied around his neck, and a goatee
beard made the rest of him appear bandy. I had never seen him before. His wife
was Lynette's friend: when they met on the wharf Lynette laughed and held Margot,
each one then watching the other to see if she had changed. They fell into one of
those conversations which became so intense they stumbled as they walked; and I
was left carrying the suitcases up the hill with Milne.
I asked him how long he had been on the island.
"Five months. We went to Spain first."
"How was that?"
"I have been before", he said. "There were no tourists where we went. It was
good."
We came upon walls and curving corners; a maze of white streets; piles of houses
fell down to a circular sea. Milne lived in the midst of these cubes. His windows
were completely filled with the blue of the sea, and the door, his single door, was
painted blue like the sky.
Milne kept turning to see how far the women had fallen behind and now waited
inside. He implied, as he hovered behind me, that I should say something.
We stood together.
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"Very nice. Ha! Look at that: in Melbourne they wouldn't dream of having a
door that colour."
Milne's motionless face gave me the impression he had seen thousands of houses
with Homeric-painted doors. He maintained that drollness, and accordingly a tautness came alive under his silences.
The house consisted of a white-washed kitchen and one larger room, their bedroom. We ate outside under the stars.
"Before we hoe in", said Lynette, "how about some wine?"
Margot looked at Milne.
"It would be nice."
"I don't think so", said Milne.
"Aye?"
"Perhaps one small bottle?" suggested Margot.
Milne sat in a hunched position. Lynette fell silent.
"No worries about money", I said. "We'll buy this one."
"One bottle should be sufficient", he said.
"One-God! That's about half a glass each."
"I don't drink very much", he explained. "Margot doesn't either."
"Ha ha!" shouted Lynette. "Margot, you used to drink like a fish back home."
The night was warm. Only a few distant voices could be heard, and a dog barked
once, twice. Milne moved his chair closer to Margot.
"How's your work going, Ian? Those paintings in the kitchen: they're yours, are
they?"
Milne replied as if he was in pain; he transmitted, with hesitations, all the strains
of his labour. "I work every day. You have to. It's good here for it. I can work
properly. I sold five paintings in Melbourne .... people who see them."
"Just before we left he had an exhibition", Margot explained.
"Arr, Australian art", I said. "They're all slaving away in a style everyone else
dropped thirty years ago. It's all representational stuff. Those who pay all those
incredible prices-for pictures of Ned Kelly, Burke and Wills, Alice in Wonderland.
That's all; they're illustrations, not paintings. There must be a figure in it or a
bloody gum tree. Still, in 1970! Jesus!"
"Or the bloody outback", interrupted Lynette.
"Perpetuating myths", I shouted. "Sentimental crap!"
"I don't agree", said Milne looking at the ground.
"What paintings do you do?"
"I don't believe in labels."
"That stuff on the walls is yours. It's a spitting image of Nolan or Arthur Boyd.
Why don't you be game and break away on your own?"
"I don't agree", he said; and his frame believed in himself, his frame curled on
the edge of the chair like a freezing man.
The discussion had a depressing effect on me. I had argued with sudden unaccustomed harshness as though I wanted to crack the blank belief Milne had in himself.
In the morning I was still getting dressed when Milne came in. I shouted to dissolve
any lingering tension: "Morning Ian! You sleep well?"
"I always get up this early", he replied, but he gave a slight smile.
"How about a quick walk before we sit down?"
"I think Margot's coming now. We'd better not."
Lynette sat at the table hardly awake, but towards the end she looked at Ian's
toast.
"Gawd, Ian, you've imported your own Vegemite! Is that Vegemite you've got
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there?" She shrieked with laughter, grabbing it. "It is! I haven't seen any for ages.
Where did you get it?"
"Home", said Milne, his teeth black with the stuff.
While everyone laughed he chewed, fixing his eyes on the toast before him.
After drinking his tea, he said, "I'll go now". Margot's shoulder was given a squeeze;
he kept his hand there for a few seconds, and left.
"Ian works in the bedroom. After lunch he sometimes comes to the beach. No",
said Margot, correcting herself, "he's there for a swim most afternoons."
"Remember", said Lynette suddenly, "you said you'd never get married in a
church?"
Margot laughed
"I did too! But I thought: I might as well. And Ian wanted to."
Lynette and I wandered in the village. Those strange corridors led us uphill,
around into circles, and sometimes narrowed to the width of a mule. There was a
cul-de-sac which had trapped the sun. Lynette wore nothing on her feet. At intervals
we passed a door cut into the long walls, and at corner-tables men sat motionless.
They took little notice of Lynette and me, two more foreigners intruding.
We swam in the afternoon as Milne sketched from a rock. Margot sat beside
him, giving him that simple support of a wife. Her body was whiter than I expected.
Her knees were raised to form a vee, and she gazed out of focus at some object
past her feet. Water from my face hit her shoulder. She smiled. As I climbed from
the water I had seen, between her legs, the hairs which had crept out from her
loose bikini.
Without warning Milne dived in. I was reading-Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy-and when I looked up again I could hardly see him.
Lynette said, "Where on earth is Ian?"
I pointed.
"Gawd, he's miles out. Margot, aren't you afraid?"
"He always does that", she said, "I can't stop him, I don't know why he does it."
"He's swimming parallel to shore now."
uYes, he does that."
"Ian should be a professional swimmer instead of a painter", I said, joking.
Margot dragged her hand along the sand, very pensively. "Ian does work very
hard."
"Do you think he's going to make it?" Lynette asked harshly.
The solitary shape of Milne's head persisted in swimming out there. That distance
he created neatly transferred our attention to him. He would have known it, with
his knowledge of compositions. As he trod the water he would have put himself in
our position, dots on the rocks, and seen himself, way out: and he saw the extent
of his loneliness, the tragic figure of himself. His small figure, so distantly connected
to the vast rocky shore, took on heroic dimensions. With the doggedness of a
marathon racer he gradually returned: and when he stood on land he was, between
puffs, more talkative.
"Ah, that's better!"
Margot complained: "I don't know why you have to go out so far."
"Exercise", he replied, rubbing his chest with the towel.
"Silly!" she said.
But he ·knew he had exclusive disciplines. He rubbed his arm in the same spot.
"I'll start running again soon."
I pictured Milne jogging in shorts and singlet over the primitive landscape, past
carts and walls. His progress would be entirely his doing then; the reduction of
distances, the sweat, would give him many senses of achievement.
"You're joking", cried Margot.
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"Yes, what do you want to start running for?" Lynette asked, irritated.
"I need to be fitter. It'd help my work. And running I could think things out."
Milne lowered his head and sketched amongst us. I felt Margot glancing at me.
The only drawing I managed to see (I felt strangely too irritated to ask) was of a
human figure floating above an ocean, rolling in the sky (hit by invisible surf). An
things which float evoke sentimentality, but Milne's figure was clumsy.
"Let's go to the discotheque tonight. We can see who else's on the island."
"Yes", said Margot, clapping her hands.
"I don't think", said Milne, "it'll be any good. You can see those people on the
beach."
"We might as well do something."
"Why do you have to?"
"What else is there to do? We're just sitting here!"
Lynette joined in. "Margot and I love dancing, don't we love?" She gave Margot
a jab with her elbow.
Margot let out a giggle.
It snapped Milne's head up. There was that surface excitement over the gloom.
We all went in the end, and Milne was silent.
The women had large but incredibly elegant noses. Their breasts were loose
under transparent blouses, and the men's hair got stuck in their eyes. A banal blue
light rotated in the heat: the heads of everybody appeared to jerk in the midst of
slow lightning. I bought four glasses of ouzo from the bar. Milne stood uncomfortably, radiating the belief that he was wasting his time. When I handed him the
ouzo he shook his head. His gloom surrounded Margot: in a discotheque her hands
were clasped. I asked her to dance and under the weight of music she perspired,
her hair flew; the veins of her neck showed. My arm brushed her body. She shouted
in my ear, "I hope he's all right."
"What?"
Ian was standing by the door, rubbing his ankle like a young boy. Lynette I
found talking simultaneously to a Swiss water-skier and a young Greek from the
mainland who, needless to say, said he was in diamonds.
Milne suddenly tapped my arm. "Margot and I are going now. We'll have an
early night."
Turning around I tried to find Margot to explain that it was only ten o'clock.
But she must have gone outside.
"Poor Margot", said Lynette. "Fancy being lumbered with a dead shit like him.
I don't know: she used to really get about in Melbourne."
"He's probably from Wollongong, or some place." I laughed by myself.
Those glasses of ouzo must have had a sudden effect on me, for I remember
almost nothing else of the discotheque. I vaguely recall swimming with Lynette in
darkness, then walking, seemingly forever, along the white track leading to Milne's
house. We slept on the floor. When I awoke I saw Milne at the table spooning cereal
into his mouth. Lynette lay asleep with her night-dress above her waist, and Milne
craning forward was looking down at her body. Possibly Lynette heard the milk
splashing from Milne's spoon, for she opened her eyes. His face reddened. She
covered herself casually, and in one of her coldest voices said: "Good morning, Ian."
The moon flooded the beach in silver light. Vast numbers of imaginary discs
were repeated on the water, and the faintest ripples (fish or pieces of wind) made
them melt into each other. He came running from the left, the slender negro,
dragging a transparent scarf through the air, and in the other hand held up a tiny
globe of light. Behind came an entourage of hedonists trailing robes, pendants,
anticipating laughter. Brown Italian in silver costume composed of chains and coins.
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Scandinavian in Indian pyjamas. One of three Greek sun-bakers from the long
yacht. Nobleman disguised by reflecting sunglasess. Painted head with green-dyed
hair. Robe, sandal and heel of orange-headed flower-woman.
On the cliff the largest villa had its lights on: beckoning.
Milne in the morning commuted four yards to the bedroom. The routine (or
discipline, if you prefer it) never varied. Lynette said to him one morning: "Don't
forget your bowler, Ian."
We laughed. That was what it was like.
His industry was impressive. But he confused ability for hard-work with talentand that was the mad sign of his ordinariness. His refuge (or religion) became the
accumulation of man-hours. There, he could add up his progress, prove his existence, point out his difference from others. He was not necessarily an artist, but he
believed he was: he had invested so much stubbornness.
Yet he displayed that blank confidence; removed all expression from his face;
showed no surprise. Margot began spending more ·time with us where she could
laugh. But the personality of Milne persisted. The elaborate matter-of-factness he
practised permeated the walls and settled on our minds. The chairs were stubborn,
the dry shrubs irritated us. The island took on a dry persistence. Lynette of course
grew gradually more cantankerous.
"That one by the bed's a beaut, Ian. Bring it out and show the others. Look at
this, you two."
"She's naughty", Margot giggled. "She knows Ian's only spoilt the picture to
start again."
On our last night we agreed to a barbecue on the beach; we carried food and
utensils down a precipitous path. It was difficult to see Milne's face, but he began
worrying about the fire.
"This will go out if we're not careful. We should all get some wood."
"For Christ sake.", said Margot, sitting up.
"It's all right for you", he said to her.
"Leave the bloody thing", Lynette said.
After a few minutes he moved.
"I'll get the wood."
"Christ", said Margot between her teeth. He was stumbling among the rocks,
searching alone.
We drank wine from cups, and Milne said to Margot: "Didn't you bring any
tea?"
"We're having this instead", she said.
Lynette gave a cough.
Margot looked at me across the fire.
"Tomorrow you're going", she said.
"We've had a great time. Thanks."
"We'll be in London soon", Milne said. "It's been good here", he explained, "but
I need the stimulus of London. I think it's time. London", he added, "is good!'
"When do you think?"
"A month. I may have an exhibition there."
"They're booked up, Ian. Twelve months ahead."
"Possibly", he said. "We'll see."
The wine had affected Margot. She dropped some plates as we climbed back to
the house. I tried to help her, but we both began laughing. We had our hands in
bushes, and Margot suddenly sat on the ground.
By the time we got to bed the village was quiet. Through the wall we heard the
bed creak; their bed seemed to be twisting. Milne's voice was urgent and excited.
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"Not now, Margot, stop. Shhh. Listen, they're still there. We can't. Tomorrow
night. Stop it now."
Lynette laughed in my ear. "That's our Margot. She hasn't changed a bit. It's
going to be fun in London."
She listened to them. "That bloody prude, Ian", she said.
The scene on the wharf could have been the finishing few feet of at least a dozen
feature films. Blue water; white island; grey wharf. I kissed Margot and whispered
something about London. Milne stood slightly apart waiting. As usual, he had
created a stone-face. When I shook his hand I wanted to tell him. A tragedyforget its measurements-was beginning. Beneath his expressionlessness he seemed
tightly-coiled and anxious. Perhaps I wanted to apologise for something I could not
put into words, or simply wish him luck. That was the logical way to farewell an
Australian painter in Greece. But seeing his stony pride again I could not bring
myself to help him.
The boat parted from the wharf. Margot was quiet. Milne was strangely frail
beside her. I looked at him. "Ian! I hope your painting gets better!"
But that wasn't what I meant; it made matters worse. I tried to explain with
my hands, but he seemed unconcerned. Perhaps Margot understood. She looked
down at the boards of the wharf and I thought she smiled; but the features of her
face-and Milne's-were by then indistinct. Their figures had become part of the
landscape, the wharf, the dry rocks of the island.
They must have returned to the house together. Only this, the essay, is finished.
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LAURIE CLANCY

The Trevalen Party

The Durant hotel in Berkeley, just off Telegraph Avenue, is one of the city's oldest
and most venerable, and therefore least respectable buildings. If the director of a
large Foundation wished to entertain he would decide to hold a wine and cheese
party for all nearby Fellows and to hold it at the. Durant hotel. Which is what
Dr Christopher Marlowe, director of the Trevalen Foundation, did on November
11, 1970.
Dr Marlowe was paying a lightning visit to America-a crowded schedule of
fifty-nine Fellows in fifty-eight days. The highlight of his visit to the West coast
was the wine and cheese party at the Durant hotel, at which fifteen of the seventeen
Californian Fellows were expected to attend.
Graham Rice, an unpublished Australian writer-Fellow attended unexpectedly.
He had been studying American literature at Yale University until, throwing up
his hands and throwing down his pen, he left the East coast to wander around
America. Eventually, 9700 miles, six weeks and a trip to Mexico City later, he
found himself in Berkeley. His car broke down, he became involved with a Chinese
girl who had been a Christian for five weeks when he met her in the women's wing
of a Baptist dormitory in which he was staying during the summer vacation, and
before he kne.w it the Fall had fallen upon him.
He stayed on in Berkeley. Sometimes he would look up at the Berkeley hills
and see them in all their three-dimensional splendour and even wonder what was
behind them. He was alone and had talked to nobody for two weeks. Which is
why, one Wednesday evening in November, he found himself walking into the
lobby of the Durant hotel and, in obedience to the chalked sign just by the potplant, walking upstairs and into a private reception room.
And perhaps it was why, too, he was drunk. Though he was often drunk.
Brushing the pot-plants aside he strode into the main dining-room before,
realizing his error, he walked upstairs and into a room on his left. A roar of lusty
baritones greeted him as he entered. 'Oh, say can you see/ By the dawn's early
light/ How so proudly we hail.' This compendium of old movie titles was being
bellowed out by a collection of two hundred and forty pounders who must be
either marines or a professional football team. He strode out again, and into the
room on the other side of the corridor. Ah, this was more like it. About twenty
or thirty men and women, mostly men, in their late twenties and early thirties.
Intellectuals the world over were in their late twenties and early thirties; they
suffered a giant process of transmogrification that left them always looking about
that age until they became something else, businessmen, professors, politicians,
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sellers of badly-used cars, magazine editors, horn-rimmed itinerants ... One could
pick a Trevalen Fellow anywhere. Graham staggered through a trifle precipitously
as his feet caught on the rug just inside the door. They all turned to look at him.
Ah, this was an Australian one. Big, and rather clumsy. Perhaps drunk, although
probably not. Those Australian ones were supposed to be able to drink an awful
lot. Like the Germans, although the Germans were quieter about it. Dr Marlowe
came darting out of a serum to meet him, teeth flashing.
'Mr Rice!' The smile flashed brightly, on and off, like a white Stop sign. Whenever he was in doubt Dr Marlowe said your name as if it were an incantation.
'Mr Rice!' he enthused again joyfully.
Graham beamed. Literally beamed. 'Kit!' he cried ecstatically, his only rehearsed
line for the evening gone, and grabbed the director of Fellowship in a giant bear
hug. He breathed beerily at him. 'Kit!'
'Well, I certainly didn't expect to see you here this evening. Aren't you at
Yale ...'
'One of those places?' Graham finished for him. 'Well, I certainly did expect
to see you.' Dr Marlowe was going to quit while he was still not too far behind.
He performed another beautiful social trick at which he was adept. He turned to
the· largest cluster of Fellows at which there was bound to be at least one Fellow
with either social poise or the spirit of Christian charity and waved his hand
expansively.
'I'd like to introduce you to ...' He stopped and his hand, in superbly accurate
synchronization with his voice (he let his right hand know what his left tonsil was
doing) still pointing enigmatically out towards the Golden Gate bridge and Alcatraz
Island, suddenly and dramatically resumed its circular swing.
'Mr Barlow!' he cried with joy, emphasizing and dragging out the first syllable
so that it gained all its onomatopoeic effect. 'Mr B-a-a-a-r-Iow', he bayed again,
and bounded forward to greet the latest Fellow, the most tardy Fellow of them
all. Better the other ninety-nine, seven of whom were waiting expectantly to meet
this parvenu, this heavy Fellow. Graham was distracted. He looked back at the
new arrival, the tweeded Fellow. He wouldn't be outdone; he would talk to Kit.
There. was a beautiful blonde lady amongst the group. He looked at her and then
turned around again.
'Mr B-a-a-a-r-low!' he bayed even louder. 'We've got Miss H-a-a-a-r-Iow.'
Mr Barlow's eyes lit up, not with comprehension but with something infinitely
fine and more rare, with hope. He came forward, stretching a hand nervously before
him like a blind man with a cane. His glasses shone under the chandelier. They
glistened like silver JFK dollars. Graham saw two Mr Barlows, hesitated for a
moment, and then decided the situation called for all or nothing.
'Ah', he called, lunging correctly to the right. His hand made contact. 'This is
the real Mr Barlow. Hello, Fellow!'
The director came hurrying across.
'Mr Barlow', announced their impromptu compere, 'Dr Barlow. And this', he
continued eyeing the blonde, 'is Miss Harlow. Dr Marlowe, Mr Barlow.'
'Just for the day', she apologised prettily to the director.
'Listen, Kit', said Graham, and grabbed one of Dr Marlowe's shoulders. 'How
about wackin' up the old mola on the Fellowship? What d'ya say?' He was going
into his Offensive. Australian Abroad act.
Dr Marlowe. smiled and again looked over his left shoulder as if he were
carrying a parrot on it. 'I beg your pardon?'
His hand strayed out again towards the Golden Gate bridge. It fell back on
his glass. Miss Harlow came over to rescue one of them-it was never clear which
one-and Graham discovered a surprising and oddly delightful fact. This goddess
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with the blonde hair and green eyes stammered. Although she stammered in an
unusually cultured voice.
'What's your real name?'
'Alison Wonderland.'
'Good enough for me. Thank you for talking to me.'
'Oh, that's all right. I often t-talk to people. Anyway, I think you're f-f-funny.'
Foolishly, his perceptions changed completely. He liked her stammer. He wanted
to market it, to make of it a commodity. Perhaps he even thought of it as something apart from herself-I know a girl with a stammer!--even as he told her he
loved her for everything about herself.
Dr Marlowe was still in range. and Graham wanted to impress him. He burst
into incongruous song. 'I love a sunburnt country', he announced in baritone, 'A
land of ramshackle dykes.' Dr Marlowe and Miss Wonderland looked at him.
'Only you and I know', he sang, as vigorously as ever. 'All the love that I have
to show.' She liked him. 'This is what I thought Trevalen Fellows would be like.'
Whole teams of roistering Fellows. You gave me your smile and your brown
sweater and a tube of your toothpaste; everything you say you mean is a denial
of meaning.
'Are. you a Fellow or a Fellow's wife?'
She smiled. Dr Marlowe had moved out of range. 'I'm a F-f-fellow. Or Fellowesse I'm not sure if you're supposed to have a different title. If you're a woman.'
She said all this very quickly; it came out in quick staccato bursts, as if she were
almost out of breath.
'You must be one of the new crop. They came out just recently in September.'
She nodded. 'It was a good year for F-f-f-fellows', she agreed.
'There are more women ones now.'
'W-women's Lib. makes its p-p-presence felt in strange and wondrous ways.'
Graham looked at her again, swaying back on his heels as he did so and nearly
falling over. The helpful waitress who had smiled at him in friendly fashion when
he winked at her and who was obviously charmed by his bacchanalian recklessness,
caught him neatly by the elbow with one hand while still balancing the tray with
the other. A pro, Graham thought, as he was returned to a vertical position.
'The very sight of you makes me reel', he said gallantly, and she responded by
curtseying politely. Her eyes weren't green, but closer to brown; they had been
reflected in the insanely swinging chandelier above them.
'Oh, my red scarf matches my eyes', Graham roared, and a nattily dressed French
Fellow with a cravat tied neatly around his neck smiled at him as he. passed.
Dr Marlowe came across to try again. He brought with him two German Fellows
whom he introduced as Erich Juergensen and Herman Weiss before backing away.
Juergensen worked on late nineteenth century American literature and had written
a book on Henry James's use of money images. Weiss was studying his namesake
Hesse and had a long argument why Das Glasperlenspiel should be translated as
The Glass Bead Game and not Magister Ludi. One of his current preoccupations
was a detailed survey of why Hesse was top amongst the favourite reading material
of college students in America. Ah, an argument. Graham loved arguments,
especially literary ones.
'You have', said Herman, 'some interesting theories on this matter?'
'Only one', said Graham modestly.
Herman took a notebook from his pocket. 'Proceed please.'
'Hesse is popular because he appeals to the things closest to the heart of every
adolescent, especially college adolescents; he is adolescent himself. Mother, home
and sex. Consider Steppenwolf, for instance. Here is a novel about a man far from
home, just like a student who's travelled to the other Coast to do his studies. He
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hasn't any money, just like most students, and he's alienated from the world and
his society, just like every student I've ever met. And, just like any student, he's
obsessed with sex but has trouble getting any.'
Weiss had put away his notebook without writing anything. 6This is very interesting', he said doubtfully. 6It opens up new avenues of inquiry. I have myself
conducted a poll among students at Berkeley which suggests ...'
'Another thing', continued Graham, whom the liquor had suddenly made articulate and voluble. 'The most basic of all. He is a highly neurotic writer who finds
trouble in, as the Americans say, getting it all together. In that he both resembles
and appeals to the vast majority of students. In short, Hesse', he said with an air
of uttering a definitive statement, 'is a mess. But you, Weiss', he added generously,
'are nice.' He reached out and deftly plucked a glass of wine off the tray of the
passing, smiling waitress in black.
60ne could', he threatened, helping himself to the cheese and biscuits and turning
his back on his audience momentarily, 'go on to give a simpler account of most of
the current college idols. Vonnegut is popular because he thinks the world is so
badly off that nothing can be done about it and so there's no point in worrying.
One could describe his position as one of blithe despair. Heller, on the other hand,
is popular because he thinks everything is a joke and ...' He turned back, but to
his surprise there was no one there. The German Fellows had disappeared. Only
the waitress, who had completed her tour of the room, stood near him.
'I heard what you were saying', she said warmly, 'and I thought it was terribly
interesting. Especially that bit about blithe despair.'
'Thank you', said Graham. He had felt crestfallen when his audience had disappeared but the encouragement of this honest worker warmed his heart. In times
of trouble, he thought gratefully, turn back to the working classes.
He wandered across to a group who were talking about astrology. It came out
that today was the birthday of one of them. 'Let's sing "For He's a jolly good
Fellow",' he suggested eagerly. They debated the idea for a few moments but
finally decided against it.
The Frenchman came by again. 'You're very tall', he pointed out unnecessarily.
Graham already knew this. 'What's the weather like up there?' he inquired jovially.
Graham looked up at the ceiling where he had pointed. 'Dunno', he said briefly.
He bent down on one knee and saluted the Frenchman. He remained in this
position talking for a few minutes until, just when he was trying to think of a
witty exit line, Alison Wonderland came up and tapped him on the shoulder. 'I
dub thee Sir Bacchus and we are your p-pards.' He rose and bowed formally, if
a little unsteadily.
'Thank you, fair lady. I will try always to be worthy of the name I proudly
bear.' As immediate proof of which he staggered off to the bar.
The lights were dimming, the Fellows were retreating, the party was almost
over. Graham downed another glass of Almaden and then remembered there was
someone he had to see. The director. About money.
'Dr Marlowe', he called forlornly. 'Dr Marlowe.' He picked up the table cloth
but there was no one underneath the bar. He searched carefully behind the doors
but the director had disappeared. There was no one in the room except Alison
and the sympathetic waitress.
'He's left me', said Graham and began to weep. A whiff of his own Almadenladen breath came back to him. 'Left me without a word of goodbye.'
'Come on. We'd better g-go.'
She led him gently down the staircase as he sang quietly, 'I'm just a mellow
Fellow'.
'What's your ... address?'
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He scratched his head. ~I can't remember.'
'Have you g-got an ... address book?'
Graham nodded and pulled it out of his pocket. She looked up his name. ~I
know where that is.'
Ten minutes later they were home and Graham leaned against the front door
of his apartment. 'Th··thank you', he said inexplicably catching her stammer.
~Good night', she laughed. Maybe there was only a fixed amount of stammering
in the world and if one person suddenly caught the habit it meant that someone,
somewhere else, was being deprived of his. As she drove away he managed finally
to turn the key in the lock, fell bursting through the door and collapsed at the foot
of the stairs where he slept soundly until his room-mate woke him in the morning.
Back in New York three months later, with another Fellow who had been at
the party, Graham was having lunch with the American director of the Trevalen
Foundation, Mrs Betty Spencer. They were sitting in the drab basement of Trevalen
House, in the rich East seventies of Manhattan, overlooking Central Park, and had
just finished the first course, an artichoke heart each. She was a white-haired, ivoryskinned woman with patrician features and a gentle, but firm smile.
She said, ~How did the party for Fellows on the West Coast go?'
Graham and his fellow Fellow looked at each other, but despite the generality
of the. question there was no mistaking whom she had looked at when she asked
it. He realized suddenly the efficiency of that mysterious Trevalen grapevine that
reached from coast to coast and embraced even whole continents. He coughed
slightly. He felt remarkably sober.
'Very well, I think', he said slowly. 'It was a rather ... boisterous affair in some
ways.' The third course arrived, a sandwich. They each took a piece, wondering
who would- be audacious enough to seize the last, tactless quarter.
'Some Fellows couldn't hold their liquor, eh?' asked Mrs Spencer, turning her
luminous blue young old woman's eyes upon him.
'Well, you know, Betty, there are some evil people in the world.... Evil people.'
Graham quickly grabbed the last CJ,uarter of the cheese sandwich and shoved it
in his mouth. They continued to look at each other.
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JULIAN COWAN

The English Canals

Page 1: Shebden Cutting in winter, one of the most picturesque cuttings on the

canals, with a working narrow boat. Today a rare sight, when the English
canals have declined from their great and extensive network of the nineteenth century to become casualties of the motor lobby. Heavily polluted
over long stretches, filled with the rubbish and filth of the industries and
towns they once served, time has run out for them as commercial waterways. Today the last of the narrow boats has gone, and with them the
colourful people whose lives were almost entirely bound up with the boats
and canals.
Page 2: [1] Ted Ward, locking on Grand Union. His wife steers the butty in the

background. The boat is now off the run.
[3] Charlie Atkins has travelled almost every canal in the system, today
is known for his talks on radio and television.
[2] Mrs Ernie Bray who, with her husband, must hold the record for the
fastest trip in modern day boating-from Atherstone to Southall and
back, 246 miles, 186 locks, in a week. Now, they have no cargoes to
carry.
[4] Julie Ward, aged five, prefers the boat to school. In the past many boat
children grew up without education, the narrow boats were their world.
Page 3: Winter-born to canal life, Arthur and Violet Bromley haul a rubbish

boat a distance of 4t miles, plus 22 locks. Sometimes Vi hauls and Arthur
punts, or Vi hauls while he sets the lock. Then they unload the boat by
hand.

Page 4: Sunset for the narrow boats and the canals. Some boats will remain as

pleasure craft, but a unique way of life has gone. The canals, properly
managed and used, could have taken thousands of lorries from England's
heavily and dangerously congested motorways. But this fact seems only
to have, made more certain their decline.
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LAURENCE COLLINSON

In Love With Michelangelo

They were waiting for Maxim to arrive. After lunch, Erica sent Hunt down to the
station to meet him, more to get rid of Hunt for a while than because she feared
Maxim might lose his way. Hunt was amusing as long as one did not have to suffer
him for. more than half an hour at a time; his best topic of conservation being
himself, his extended company was tedious. Erica regretted, as she had known she
would, having invited him to the house party. Hunt had protested vaguely at the
errand, but Erica assumed her most imperious manner, and there was little he could
do in the face of that. When he had gone, Erica and Larry, taking a bottle of wine,
went across to the beach to sunbake. Joseph had disappeared.
Maxim stared out of the train window at the huge lump of Glasshouse rising
from the diminutive bushland and decided to use the landscape as a background for
another Petal poem:
The thrusting hill
the thrusting train ...
no,
the trusting train
conjunction make
within my brain . ..
no,
an adverb make
within my brain.
Not bad! That slight obscurity, that glimmer of unreality that the most significant
poetry ought to have:
The thrusting hill
the trusting train
adverbs do form
about my brain.
Perfect! It'd be the first stanza of a three-stanza-no, a four-stanza-lyric that he'd
call Glasshouse Momentum. Good title, that. One of the series of poems (number
twenty, in fact) that were going to form his first collection: Petal Poems. That, at
any rate, was the present title. He'd considered Petal Leaves (ambiguous, that),
and Leaves and Petal, and even, simply, Petal, but there was the faintest whiff of
sentimentality about them that made them impossible.
When Erica had invited him to the house party, he'd accepted with enthusiasm.
Maxim had adored Erica ever since the time she'd nervously come up to him in the
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Oxley Library and told him how much she'd enjoyed his poem-his first published
poem-in Angry Penguins. They'd been inseparable for a while after that, so much
so that there'd been quite a lot of gossip among their friends. Not that he'd been in
love with her, or had even had an affair with her, though she'd obviously been in
love with him, and most likely still had a thing about him. He might do something
about it one of these days; he was sure he could, despite Larry's scepticism. Perhaps
he'd already have done so if Larry hadn't always been tagging along as a not-verywelcome third. Larry could sometimes make an excellent companion when there
were just the two of them: he was intelligent and occasionally rather shrewd; but
as the third of a trio he was often de trop; Maxim and Erica had so much in
common that Larry, with his long silences and his stumblings for words, must often
have felt out of it. Still, he'd only himself to blame: he would keep hanging around
as if he thought it was expected of him. Though Erica frequently insisted he join
them-was this merely politeness? What she saw in Larry, Maxim didn't know. Not
that Maxim disliked him-not at all ...
After Maxim had smiled his acceptance, Erica had added: "Would you like to
bring Petal? There's loads of room. My parents won't be coming up-they have to
stay in Brisbane." Maxim interpreted this as one more manoeuvre in the attempt
of his friends to discover Petal's identity, so he was wary. He'd not said straight out
that Petal couldn't come, but had thanked Erica and murmured: "I doubt if Petal
is free, but I'll ask her." Erica had countered this with: "Perhaps if she can't come·
for the whole time, she might like to join us for a weekend." "I'll find out", Maxim
had smiled.
The speculation that Petal caused was gratifying. Nobody knew anything except
that 'Petal' was a pseudonym. Since the first appearance of a Petal poem in Meanjin
Papers a month or so ago, his friends had kept asking: "Who's Petal?" His impressive reply was always: "Petal is the person with whom I am in love"-a reply
which seemed to stifle further enquiry. Larry was the only close person who had
failed to question him about the mysterious Petal, which was due, Maxim was
aware, not to indifference but to envy and self-pride. He, would complete the new
poem before reaching Caloundra and would read it to the company that evening;
it would titillate their interest and irritate Larry into the. bargain.
Who would be there to listen? Erica, of course, and Larry. Joseph, Erica's
current bed-friend. Probably a stranger or two-Erica had the knack of fascinating
strangers, especially on first acquaintance. Males, usually, who were taken in by
her initial pose of girlish modesty. Maxim wouldn't call her beautiful-definitely
not beautiful, but handsome in a very feminine way. And that, in combination with
the extraordinary manner of speaking she.'d been taught during all those elocution
lessons, and with her rambling and incessant conversation that took for granted
that whoever she was with must be interested in the most minor details of her daily
activities, was attraction enough. Huntworth was supposed to be coming up today,
but Maxim had failed to find him at Central Station, for which mercy he was truly
thankful.
It ought to be an extremely pleasant holiday. There'd be plenty of food and
drink from Mrs Peters's larder. Erica's mother was generous, wealthy, and mildly
alcoholic; she rarely raised objections to any of Erica's doings, even those that
must have appeared to her conventional if somewhat blurred outlook as peculiar,
and Erica usually took full advantage of her mother's confusion.
Maxim sighed as he thought about Erica's parents. Still, they were a lot better
than many others. All that they ever demanded of their daughter was that she pass
her examinations regularly, and that she should give at least token deference to her
religion. Erica, on her sixteenth birthday, had declared herself an atheist, to the
consternation of the monstrous network of Peters aunts, great-aunts, uncles, and
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first, second, and third cousins; but her mother had merely remarked that she didn't
care what Erica thought she believed or didn't believe-as a Catholic and the
daughter of one of the oldest Catholic families in Queensland (in Australia, for
that matter), she would sooner or later realise that her atheism was simple adolescent folly. In the meantime, she would desist from causing these minor family
scandals, or her allowance, by no means skimpy, would stop. Mrs Peters hadn't
even forbidden Erica to see her new friends, Maxim and Larry, who were clearly
responsible for her defection, though the aunts did wage a brief and unsuccessful
campaign to have her sent to relatives in Cairns. Mr Peters, however, refused, on
the grounds that she was an odd enough girl already, and needed the stability of
her immediate family. Besides, the farther north one went, the more soldiers,
American soldiers-Yanks-there were, and one couldn't be too careful. And, as
a final point, if the Japanese did invade Australia, they would certainly reach Cairns
before Brisbane. Since her mother's threat, Erica, while remaining irreligious and,
perhaps as a reaction, blasphemous, had been careful to confine her seditious
utterances to her own small circle. She still, every Sunday, attended early Mass with
her mother.
The glass tumbler had rolled off the rug and now enclosed a few grains of sand.
Larry watched them swirl with the sherry as Erica poured it in.
"Do you think it's wrong to be having two affairs at the one time?" she asked
as she handed him the glass. She had not noticed the sand, and Larry was too polite
to comment.
What a typical Erican question, Larry thought. It dealt with a moral issue and
required no answer save reasurance. He considered it while Erica drank half her
own large sherry in one gulp.
"I don't know that it's wrong", he said. "It all depends."
"Yes, darling, of course."
"I suppose that if either of them knew about the other, then it'd be wrong. Then
they'd be hurt."
"I'd hate that", Erica frowned. "If you were me, would you have two affairs
going at once?"
Larry hesitated. "Personally, no. I don't think it would be right." As Erica
opened her mouth to protest, he added hastily: "I mean, I don't thing it'd be right
for me. And besides", he continued candidly, "I'd be worried they'd find out."
Erica stared at the. transparent green shallows at the edge of the sand. "Really",
she said, "I don't think it's my fault. I'd no intention of getting into this predicament, but they were both so persistent. I'd decided on Joseph, actually, because I
think his is the sweeter character of the two, and you know how important I think
character is."
"Then why don't you tell Andrew that you prefer Joseph?"
"But I find Andrew so physically attractive. Particularly in his uniform. Don't
you think he's physically attractive?"
"Not terribly", said Larry quickly. He was always ill-at-ease when discussing
such preferences, especially with Erica, to whom he'd been forced to confess too
much one night when she'd tried to seduce him; he was sometimes annoyed by
his own honesty. "Well", he decided, "if you prefer Andrew, that makes it easier."
"But I enjoy sleeping with Joseph, too."
"Perhaps you could sleep a trois."
~'I've thought of that, but I doubt if either of them would be agreeable. They're
rather respectable, you know. And I'm not sure that they like each other. They seem
to feel that they're rivals."
"I suppose it's a sort of instinct."
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A sunbrown figure with pale hair and brief blue trunks came trudging across
the almost deserted beach toward them.
("Here's Andrew now", Larry said.
Erica took a comb and mirror from her basket and started doing her hair.
"Where's Joseph?" Larry asked her.
"He's having a nap, poor dear. He said he was tired. I can't imagine why: he
went to bed last night very early."
Larry could imagine why. Erica also had retired early, and the seaside house,
which belonged to Erica's parents, was thin-walled. Erica's room was on one side
of Larry's, and Joseph's was on the other. Whichever the couple had used, he
would still have been kept awake. After a short-lasting, vain attempt to interest
himself in The Jew of Malta, one of the set texts for first-year Eng. Lit., he'd taken
a stroll along the water's edge. He admitted to himself that he was envious of
Erica's facility and morose about his own difficulties. The moon was luminous on
the wavelets; he crunched his way along the hard wet grains, hoping to meet a
lover, aware that there would be nobody.
Andrew, having announced that boarding-house breakfasts were lousy, flopped
down beside Erica and stretched out on his back, as unconscious of his masculinity
as he, was confident in it. Larry thought it expedient to leave the pair of them
alone; and after asking courteously if they wished to join him in a swim, to which
he received the expected negative, he ran down to the water and plunged in. As
he'd anticipated, Erica and Andrew soon stood up and went over to the small
slipway from which Andrew rowed them both across the narrow stretch of The
Passage to Bribie Island. They looked beautiful. Erica was laughing: Larry couldn't
see clearly at the distance, but her prolonged treble. glittered across the water; he
could just make out her smooth dark hair blowing across her face. And Andrewwell, Erica was right about his being attractive, but as he was so obviously interested
in girls, there was little point in Larry's dwelling on his charms. They moored the
boat and disappeared into the ti-trees. Erica was scared of snakes, even in areas
where there was certainly no danger, but she doubtless believed that the pleasure
of Andrew's company outweighed the risk. Larry couldn't prevent himself from
envisaging the scene. that was probably taking place: the spreading of the rug, the
few minutes of tentative conversation, the seemingly idle caresses ... He expunged
the sight by an underwater swim, but it returned as he lay drowsing on the beach.
Andrew, according to Erica, was sterile, which gave him at least one advantage
over Joseph. A childhood accident, so he had informed her, had ruined some duct
or gland (he had not been specific), but it had not, as Erica could verify, interfered
with his potency. Larry hoped the sterility was a fact, because neither of them took
precautions, and he was too fond of Erica to wish an unwanted pregnancy on her.
Lucky Erica, to be leading such a full-indeed, overfull, life at almost seventeen,
while he, Larry, going on for nineteen, had had nothing but a few casual contacts
and a series of intense but platonic infatuations. And there was no one, no one on
the horizon, unless he. counted Keith, who had embarrassed him with a declaration
of love; but Keith was thirty-eight and much too old. Even discounting Keith's
fatness (Keith used the word obesity), Larry felt that thirty-eight was too advanced
an age to insist on sexual love. Quite disgusting, in fact. When Larry reached
twenty-five-or twenty-eight, at the latest-he would refrain from all thought of
the body and devote himself entirely to the life of the spirit.
Maxim emerged from the station feeling not displeased with himself and the
world. It was a fine warm day with a promise of more fine. warm days to come He
had completed Glasshouse Momentum and looked forward to an evening spent in
its discussion. There would be tasty meals enhanced by quality wines. There would
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be. admiring auditors. He might even suggest that they picnic tonight on the beach:
a hard moon and a softly lapping sea would provide a fitting dramatic framework
for his reading. At the bus stop, however, his pleasure was tempered by a glimpse
of Huntworth coming along the footpath.
Huntworth did not appear to have seen him, so Maxim quickly crossed the road
to hide himself among some hurrying housewives. At any time he would have
attempted to avoid an encounter; he was at a loss to understand why Erica and
Larry liked Hunt. Just because. the three boys had known each other at school was
no reason for persisting in an acquaintance that these days had little to support it.
He himself had grown away from Hunt. From Larry, too, if the truth were known.
They both seemed-well, not quite mature.
On this occasion, avoiding Hunt became an urgent necessity. Hunt was dressed
in a costume even more extraordinary than the clothes he generally affected. A pair
of knee-length vermilion trousers, a sky-blue sports shirt, and a short, brilliant-green
cloak that swe,pt the air behind him. Maxim suspected that Hunt had made the
outfit himself: he often boasted of his talent for fashion design. Obviously he considered that these ludicrous garments were suitable for holiday wear, to judge by
the smug smile that, even across the width of the roadway, could be discerned on
his face. The people near Hunt were entranced by the spectacle he presented, and
they grinne.d and tittered and whispered as he delicately sauntered past, unaware
that he was an object of fun; or, if conscious that he was attracting attention, under
the impression that he was being admired. Hunt had always had the ability,
Maxim recalled, to interpret events, comments, criticism in the light most favourable. to himself. Maxim almost envied him such power of self-deception.
Nevertheless, he couldn't allow himself to be observed in a public place with
such a freakish clothes-horse. In the hope of remaining unseen, he turned to look
in the window of the nearest shop, a small mixed business, where children's lollies,
buckets and spades, tennis balls, rubber beach animals, soap, and dead blowflies
vied for prominence. against a background of carefully pyramided tinned food,
mainly spaghetti and baked beans. How odd, Maxim noted with surprise, to see
three competent oil paintings of local scenes, roughly framed, hanging at eye level
at the. rear of the window. The moment, unfortunately, was unsuitable for any
critical appraisal beyond a frown of distaste at the artist's strenuous naturalism.
The glass of the window acted as a mirror, and Maxim was able to watch passers-by
on the other side of the street. In another second or two, Hunt would stroll past and
Maxim would be safe. But Hunt's image failed to materialise. Maxim counted
twenty, then fifty, but still no Hunt; perhaps he, too, was looking in a shop window,
or was even buying something. If so, Maxim might be able to escape. He turned
cautiously to survey the possibilities and found himself face. to face with Hunt.
·'Ah", Hunt nodded, speaking with his usual deep-throated drawl, seeming to
pick and choose each word with astonishing deliberation, "so it is you. I thought
it was, but I couldn't be sure until I crossed over."
"Oh", Maxim muttered, "it's Hunt."
"Yes", Hunt smiled, pleased at this revelation.
"I thought you were coming up on my train."
"I was, but I was offered a lift yesterday. Erica asked me to come and meet you.
She wasn't sure you kne.w the way."
"I've been here before."
"She didn't tell me that." Hunt frowned for a moment at Erica's perfidy, then
brightened. "We can have a pleasant walk back; we've just missed the bus."
·'But it's a couple of miles!"
·'Wonderful weather for walking."
"We'll take a taxi."
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"I can't possibly afford a taxi."
Good, thought Maxim. You walk and I'll ride. It's not just that you're mean:
you also want the chance to exhibit yourself throughout the length and breadth of
the Queensland coast. Aloud he said: "If you've got some shopping or anything
to do, go right ahead and do it. I won't mind. I know the way."
"Oh no", Hunt assured him, smoothing his black curls several times with tender
gestures of his left palm, "I've nothing to do."
Bugger! Maxim said to himself. I'm stuck with him. He decided to take the
initiative; he must refuse to allow Hunt to overwhelm him with his usual pretentious
jabber. It was time Hunt listened to somebody else's good sense instead of trying
always to think up clever remarks while the other person was talking. Maxim therefore placed his hand on Hunt's arm-a movement foiled at the first attempt by
Hunt's cloak-and directed his attention to the shop window.
"What do you think of those?" he asked, pointing to the paintings.
Hunt sucked in his lips, peered, and said 4'Mmm ..."
"Terrifying, aren't they?"
"They are rather detailed", Hunt said slowly, "but I can't say I actively dislike
them. As you know, I've always had a penchant for realism."
"I'd hardly call them realistic", Maxim declared with cold tolerance. "Presumably they're the work of some aged crone of the district who's never heard of postImpressionism." Hunt seemed unwilling to let the conversation develop as Maxim
wished. Ignorant people, were always subjective.
"Possibly", admitted Hunt. "But is a knowledge of modern art essential for a
modern artist? Whoever painted these clearly had some knowledge of technique."
Maxim agreed with a shrug. "But how important is technique?" That'll get him,
he thought triumphantly. Without waiting for an answer, he picked up his bag with
one hand, clutched Hunt's arm once more with the other, and started off for the
Peters house, haranguing his companion loudly with famous names, theories, and
manifestoes that he, remembered from Bell, Wilenski, and Fry, and apparently
oblivious to the startled eyes of other pedestrians. He was now well launched, and
Hunt for once found himself unable to interpolate more than a monosyllabic
remark or two into what he supposed was meant to be a discussion. By the time
they reached their destination, Hunt was thoroughly indignant; and later he confessed to Erica and the others-Maxim being out of the room-that there were
some aspects of Maxim's character that he, personally, found quite, quite objectionable.
Glasshouse Momentum, though a perfect poem in itself, failed to communicate
as successfully to his small audience as Maxim had anticipated. His audience even
had difficulty in comprehending that "The, Thrusting hill" and "the portnorth surf"
were actual places along the route to Caloundra, and the topical references went
right over their heads, proving to him, as he had expected, that his intellect had
grown at a greater rate than theirs.
The party, at his suggestion, took a tea of cold ham, lettuce and tomatoes, beer
and wine, on to the. beach; a breeze blew up and sanded their meal; and flies,
despite the sinking sun, still specked the air, anxious to settle on faces and food.
Afterwards, at the twilight time that Maxim had thought would be most suitable
for his reading, he woke from a brief doze to find that Andrew composed his entire
audience. Larry and Hunt were paddling and chatting at the edge of the water,
while, a ·hundred yards along, Erica and Joseph were engaged in a game that
necessitated much athletic handling of each other. Andrew, who was watching
these antics, which grew to resemble a wrestling match more. at every moment,
sullenly pretended to be oblivious, and showed no enthusiasm other than a grunt
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when Maxim announced that he was ready to read his ne·w poem but thought it a
bit stiff that his audience, which had been warned of his intention, should have
drifted away. The drifters returned slowly when, with displeasure in his voice, he
shouted at them to return. Erica flung herself down beside Andrew, who promptly
turned his back on her, whereupon Jose.ph squatted beside Erica and gently stroked
her hair. Hunt, taking an infuriating length of time, carefully smoothed out a strip
of sand, laid a blanket over it meticulously, stretched himself out, and closed his
eyes. Larry stood waiting behind Maxim.
All this had an adverse, effect on Maxim's temper. With controlled politeness,
he requested Larry to sit down. He knew that Larry was standing in order to give
him, Maxim, a feeling of insecurity. He'd read Adler, too; in fact, it had been he,
and not Dr Minov, who'd introduced Larry to the works of the. psychologist,
though of course Jung had now made Adler obsolete; still, one must be eclectic,
to a degree. Hunt's pretence at sleep was a calculated insult. As for the other three,
they were manifestly allowing their emotions to dominate their intellects; that is,
if the two young men had intellects, which he doubted. Erica may have thought that
she wanted lovers with brains, but her unconscious preference was for brawn.
It was, nevertheless, his duty to share his creativity with his friends, so he
militantly called them to attention and read his poem. When he had finished, there
were one or two questions about meaning; then Erica said in her sweetest, most
indifferent voice: "But Maxim, darling, it was charming!" The sentiment was
blandly echoed by her courtiers. The use of "charming", Maxim considered, was
not merely rudeness: it was an inept and uncomprehending description of what he
knew to be a lyric both mysterious and passionate. He began to feel a surge. of
antagonism toward Erica. Hunt continued to keep his eyes closed, though Maxim
knew perfectly well that he. was wide awake. Larry made no comment, but moved
to the water's edge again. This aloofness was a grim criticism of the poem; Larry
would say nothing aloud, because Maxim could always best him in argument: this
evasion was his cowardly way of expressing an opinion.
Nor did Maxim's first evening at Caloundra improve in any way after its
mortifying start. Andrew suggested that they all go off to the pictures, whereupon
Larry objected that the main feature was some dreadful cowboy film.
"Cowboy films are glorious", Maxim declared. "They're Hollywood's only
excuse for existence."
"Some excuse!" Larry murmured.
Erica tried to settle the disagreement by pointing out that it was half past nine
and too late for the cinema. Maxim, determined, replied that the last half-hour of
a Western was always the best.
"I'm not going to pay full price to see half an hour of a film I don't want to see
anyway", Hunt complained.
Erica defeated Maxim by saying, with an innocent smile, that there was no
reason why Maxim shouldn't go himself if that was how he. felt.
"Well", said Maxim weakly, "what else is there to do?"
Larry had flopped down on the sand and was dripping it idly through his fingers.
"I'm not fussy about doing anything", he sighed. "I am content."
Everyone but Maxim mumbled assent. He. was subdued for the next hour or so.
When they returned to the house, he took out the critique of gestalt psychology he
had brought along for holiday reading and held it open in front of him, but none
of the company showed any curiosity. Covertly he watched Erica flirting indecisively, now with Andrew, now with Joseph, while Larry and Hunt played
Monopoly with-so Maxim, who had declined to join the game, thought-an
excessive display of eagerness, typical of their infantile attitudes. They weren't
capable, even, of conducting a worthwhile game: Maxim was able to watch surrepWESTERLY, No.1, APRIL, 1972
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titiously, as they were playing on the carpet, and he had many times to restrain
himself from interrupting as one or the other made a stupid tactical mistake.
He pondered over the impasse he had reached. He must leave; he was not
wanted. He had been anticipating a delightful vacation of at least a fortnight, but
that wouldn't be possible with the pre~ent company. He ought to have known
better; he'd gone away with his friends before: p;cnics, hikes, weekends, and he
always ended up wishing he'd kept away. All of them were satisfactory companions
-for an hour, at the most.
But in leaving he must give no impression of being an injured party. Not that
he wasn't, but to admit it to them would be to give them an advantage. He could
imagine Larry jeering at him behind his back as a "spoilsport"; just the kind of
word Larry would use. He must devise a subtle method of making his escape.
Apparently intent on the behaviour of apes, he probed the problem with which
he was now confronted, and eventually came upon a solution. At an interval
between the onslaughts of Andrew and Joseph on Erica, he managed to beckon
her to sit beside him.
"Darling!" she exclaimed, "I've hardly had a chance to talk to you since you
arrived."
He declined to make the expected demur, but said instead: "Don't worry about
me, pet. I'm one of those people who, perhaps unfortunately, are perfectly selfcontained."
Erica, too, was on guard, and refused to take him up on the "perhaps unfortunately". "Maxim", she smiled, "you're. marvellous! I wish I could be like you. I
have to have people round me or I get so lonely and depressed."
"Well, dear, being lonely is something you never seem to have to worry about."
"You mean Andrew and Joseph? Dh, they're rea.11y just a pastime for the holiday
season. You know", she added earnestly, taking his hand, "you and I must have a
long, long talk. I do so need advice, and you're such a wise person."
This was Maxim's opportunity. "Thanks for the flattery, Erica", he said with
bluff self-deprecation. "I'd love to have a chat with you, but I'm not sure I'll be
able to manage it."
"We've got a fortnight together."
"That's just it, I'm afraid." He paused soberly. "Petal is going through rather
a bad time. She hasn't been able to come to grips with her parents the way the rest
of us have, and they're making her life rather hell. They fuss about things so: late
nights, the books she's reading, and seeing me so often ..." He allowed several
seconds for the last part of his sentence to take proper effect. "Psychologically
speaking, she's in a bad way. I saw her just before I left and, frankly, I didn't want
to come. But she insisted. She's so unselfish. But I made her promise that if she
has any trouble at all with her family, she'll send me a telegram immediately."
"And what would you do?"
"Go back right away. As a matter of fact, I expect she's been in quite a lot of
strife today because her father was making a big issue about never seeing me again.
He's even threatening to remove her from the university because I'm there."
"Perhaps she'll accept his terms", suggested Larry, who was permitted intervals
of leisure. while Hunt kept darting at the game like a hen at corn.
Maxim was undecided whether to ignore this or to make a savage retort. Finally
he said: "There isn't the slightest possibility of Petal taking notice of her father.
She and I are. too deeply involved for that."
"Darling, how romantic!" breathed Erica. "To love and be loved!"
Joseph and Andrew, who had moved closer to listen in, glanced at each other.
Unseen by Erica, Andrew shrugged his shoulders and grinned faintly. Joseph
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grinned back, establishing for the first time some sort of male rapport between
them. They were beginning to learn about Erica.
"It's extremely late, and there's been no telegram yet", Hunt observed as he
completed a move triumphantly.
"No telegram has yet been delivered", Maxim countered, "but that doesn't mean
that one hasn't been sent. The post office here won't deliver after hours, you haven't
the phone, and in any case I didn't have my address book with me when I last spoke
to Petal. I told her to wire me care of the local post office. I'll go down first thing
in the. morning."
"Let's hope you don't have to rush back to Brisbane to face an outraged papa",
Larry said drily.
"How dramatic!" cried Erica.
"Yes", agreed Larry, staring at the Monopoly board, "very dramatic."
Maxim woke at eight the following morning and, after a few minutes recollection, was able to resume his controlled anger of the evening before. He listened
for sounds of movement in the house, taking their absence as an indication that
no one else was yet awake. His stretcher was on the verandah facing the beach,
another instance of their cavalier treatment; they could, at least, have given him
a room. His humiliation was so manifest, it might almost have been planned.
Almost ... ? But no, he mustn't think like that. He mustn't give anyone an excuse
to accuse him of paranoid tendencies. Really, he should have come up to Caloundra
earlier in the piece: Erica and Larry were closer than they had been for months;
he sensed a dangerous collaboration. And it was only six months ago that Larry
had drawn that cartoon showing Erica welcoming to her bedroom a long line of
lovers (including a couple of females) stretching back, it seemed, to infinity. Concealed behind a curtain, however, had been another Erica in the guise of a naked
executioner, complete with axe and block. The decapitated bodies were piling up.
Erica had been most upset at the caricature, despite Maxim's pointing out to her
the amateurishness of Larry's line.
He must get down to the post office just after nine in order to receive at the
earliest possible moment Petal's telegram recalling him to the metropolis. He
decided against a shower: the bathroom, such as it was, was inside, and the
running water would undoubtedly wake everyone up. A quick shave, and he would
be off.
He stood up and, stretching, gazed down at the beach to discover that Hunt, clad
only in black tights, was practising ballet exercises on the wet sand. To think that
Hunt had been a lieutenant in the school cadet corps! It was difficult to decide which
of these two aspects of Hunt's character-the martial or the effeminate-was the
most distasteful.
As Maxim dressed, he watched Hunt limbering up. In the absence of a barre,
some of the exercises looked particularly odd, and the adults of the two families
already on the beach were making an effort to look at once both unconcerned and
disapproving. Their several small children, however, were less inhibited: they
formed a semicircle of intent spectators whose silent presence, it appeared to
Maxim, spurred Hunt on to exaggerated battements tendus, pirouettes, and arabesques, much as eager applause in a theatre might stimulate a solo dancer. Sand,
unfortunately, was less resilient than a stage floor, and a few of Hunt's more
spectacular efforts ended ungracefully; finally, after a leap, his footwork faltere·d
and he fell headlong. Maxim, giggling, noticed that not a single grin stirred on the
children's faces; but Hunt was smiling as he arose and went toward the. tiniest
child, a girl of four or five. Maxim couldn't hear, but by his gestures Hunt was
obviously inviting the infant to join him in a pas de deux, and had even taken hold
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of his willing partner's hand, when her mother sharply called her and her brothers
to come away. The children of the other family were recalled a moment later; Hunt
was left standing surprised and dolefully alone.
Filthy-minded bourgeois beasts! Maxim thought grimly, for once, despite himself, feeling sympathy for Hunt. But Hunt had started to retreat haughtily to the
house, and Maxim realised that he, too, must retreat if his own plans were to be
fulfilled. He fingered his face.: he could get by without a shave. He pulled on
trousers and shirt and tiptoed round the verandah to the front. If Hunt saw him,
he would be sure to want to accompany him, right to the post office counter, which
would mean that there could be no telegram that morning.
Maxim reached the gate just as Hunt arrived.
"Those dreadful people on the beach!" Hunt groaned indignantly, and began an
account of the incident that Maxim had witnessed.
Maxim quickly interrupted him with: "Yes, I saw the whole thing."
Disconcerted, Hunt said: "Oh, you did?"
It was clear to Maxim that Hunt's next remark must be: Where are you going?
Followed closely by: I think I'll come with you. Insight was called for.
"Where are you off to so early?" asked Hunt.
"To the post office, to see if there's a telegram from Petal. Do come with me.
I'm in the mood for company."
Hunt floundered for a moment, then gravely made his decision. "I'd love to
come.", he said slowly, his fist clenched against his breast, "but I'm just a tiny bit
exhausted after my practice. And I do seem to remember promising Erica that I'd
cook breakfast this morning. Andrew caught some fish yesterday, and I can do
marvellous things with fish. You run along now, and when you come back I'll
have some delicious mulet au yin blanc ready for you."
"For breakfast?"
"Mais oui! Un bon start to the day, yes?"
Maxim tried to look disappointed and pressed Hunt once again to accompany
him, but the latter was already intent on a vision of mullet. Maxim called
dejectedly: "See you later, then", and set off cheerfully for the post office.
Outside the post office Maxim paused, crouched down by the gutter, undid the
strap of his left sandal, and carefully fastened it up again. This strategy revealed to
him that he was not being watched. Nor was there anyone he knew inside the post
office; he bought a stamp and left. The stamp seemed to him to be as much a
symbol of freedom as an actual telegram from Petal might have been; he must use
it only on an important letter; he placed it in his wallet which, he remembered
suddenly and tensely, had been a present from Larry for his sixteenth birthday,
nearly two years ago. How things had changed! Larry probably wouldn't be giving
him an eighteenth birthday present-not that he'd want one, anyway, from him.
The. thought of his next birthday sent a slight shiver of anxiety through him: he
was getting on a bit. It wouldn't be long before he was twenty. Still, he thought,
looking around at the morning shoppers, he wasn't really old, comparatively
speaking.
He started to stroll back, the telegram from Petal nestling confidently against
his conscience, when he noticed that he was passing the shop with the paintings in
the window. Although he was hungry, his past experience of Hunt's culinary
methods told him that two fussy hours at least must go by before breakfast was
ready, and even then the results, though edible, would be somewhat inferior to
those a more forthright cook might achieve in much less time with the same basic
food and equipment. He. went into a milk bar for a strawberry malted, and while
he was drinking it, decided to take another look at the paintings which, he now
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found, oddly enough, had lingered pleasantly in his mind. Perhaps, he thought,
examining them, it was because their conventionality was so utterly unashamed.
Trite subjects, trite composition, trite technique. And yet, peering at them once
more through the awkward and none~too-clean glass, he could see that they weren't
quite as dowdy as they had at first appeared. For one thing, the paint had a virility
unusual in this type of work: the old lady wielded a firm, not a fluttery, brush. For
another, the artist, although sticking closely to the colours of nature, had made. no
attempt to reproduce them exactly: she'd used clean, almost primary, colours, which
gave. the would-he-pretty beach and country scenes a hint of Expressionism, even of
Les Fauvres. Could one describe them as primitive? Indeed, one could! Primitive,
that was it! Primiti!! Not that the old lady would know anything about the modern
movement, but she was a natural. A natural primiti! in this dreary village. God, what
a find! Maxim's find! He must investigate further. There was a dim signature at the
corner of each painting, but he could not read it. He had decided to enter the shop
to make enquiries when, from the darkness within, emerged a tanned youth, about
Maxim's age, wearing only crumpled shirt and tired shorts, and carrying a stretched
empty canvas and a battered black japan painting box. His hair was a confusion of
blond uncombed curls cut close to the head, and his eyes were the wide blue eyes of
a baby. There was, in fact, something childish (primitive?) about his whole bearing,
including the expression on his face, and Maxim wondered why he had supposed
these paintings to be the strivings of a decrepit old woman. Here, obviously, was
the artist.
Their eyes met, wavered, fled. Maxim would have seized the moment to intro..
duce himself had he been aware of the youth's artistic identity, but by the time his
intuition had become definitive, the painter, whom mentally he was already calling
Michelangelo because of his Renaissance aura, was twenty paces along the street.
Maxim followed; as soon as a suitable opportunity occurred, he would approach
and find out more about this backwoods talent.
A bus stopped and the painter climbed aboard. Maxim ran and caught it just
in time. The painter, who sat near the front, stared round a couple of times at the
back where Maxim had seated himself, but Maxim thought it was a general look
and that Michelangelo had no sense of being pursued. Unexpectedly, Michelangelo
alighted where Maxim would normally have left the bus, and Maxim rushed to
get off also. Michelangelo started walking down the rough lane that led to the
Peters house as well as to the beach; Maxim followed. They drew level with the
house. Maxim hoped to pass by unnoticed. Erica and Larry came out and sat on
the front steps, talking. They saw him almost immediately, and smiled. Maxim
smiled back and began to wave, but Michelangelo looked back and Maxim converted his wave into a feeble display of head-scratching. Michelangelo facing front
again, Maxim gave his friends another smile and a series of gestures intended to
convey an explanation of his actions. Neither Erica nor Larry was able to decipher
these signals. They stood up with the intention of joining Maxim, but he shook his
head violently and waved them back. At that moment Michelangelo looked round
once more, and Maxim strolled forward determinedly, breathing the fresh air in
deeply, and assuming an ardent interest in ti~tree clumps. Hunt pirouetted out from
the kitchen to announce that breakfast was well on the way. Larry pointed to the
disappearing Maxim.
"Wherever is he going?" asked Hunt, incredulous that anyone should appear to
forgo his superb cuisine.
"I suspect, darlings", Erica pronounced in her most ingenuous voice, "that he's
following that young man."
"So early in the day?" frowned Hunt, and then dismissed Maxim with a shrug.
6'How disgusting! And on an empty stomach!"
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Larry laughed. "Time of day has nothing to do with it", he said. "Hunt, you
mustn't bt~ so suburban. Maxim's behaviour does seem a little unusual, but then,
that's his stock-in-trade. No doubt he'll enlighten us at the appropriate melodramatic moment."
Maxim, while the others were sitting down to breakfast, was cursing Michelangelo, who had trudged another half-mile along a path behind the beach. He
should have approached the youth in the first few yards; then his present distress
could have been avoided. Despite the malted milk, he was feeling hungry. Fish
au vin blanc, or even fish anyhow, was what he needed.
Eventually Michelangelo stopped on the highest part of a small rise that overlooked the water. He made no attempt to start work, but seated himself instead on
a grassy patch and stared at Maxim. As the area within sight was deserted except
for the two young men, Maxim decided that his behaviour might be seeming a
little out of the ordinary. He would cast off subterfuge. He walked confidently up
to Michelangelo.
"I've been following you", he announced.
"Ah", the other nodded noncommitally.
"You paint" Maxim asserted.
"Um", the artist nodded again.
Silence.
Michelangelo, thought Maxim, doesn't look moronic, despite the monosyllables.
On the contrary, closer examination enhanced his angelic face with sensual lips and
a tongue that moistened them at intervals with a tiny snake-flick. Perhaps, Maxim
told himself, reminded of a page read at random from one of his textbooks, he
has a non-verbal intelligence. Many artists are supposed to be unable to express
themselves adequately with language. All the more reason why his work should
be outstanding. Behind the delicacy of his expression there was a strength hinted
at by his erotic lips. Angel and devil, perhaps. That was why Maxim had called
him Michelangelo-a subconscious awareness. Who knew?-the boy might be a
genius, waiting only to be nurtured. And he would be Maxim's discovery: a literary
talent aiding an artistic talent. A literary ... genius ... aiding an artistic genius.
He shook his head; he mustn't be so immodest ...
Michelangelo just sat.
"May I sit down?" asked Maxim.
Michelangelo politely turned his arm in an awkward arc, as if the countryside
were full of comfortable chairs.
"My name", said his guest, lying on a thick patch of grass and propping himself
up with his forearm, "is Maxim Brown. I'm a poet. So people tell me", he added
humbly.
"A poet", echoed the host.
"What's your name?" Maxim enquired after a pause. Michelangelo was decidedly non-verbal.
"My name?" He seemed to have difficulty in remembering. "Oh, it's Exeter.
Exeter Biggs", he giggled.
"How do you do?" Maxim thrust his hand forward in such a cheerful, businesslike manner that Exeter had no choice but to accept it. "Had much training?" the
intending patron continued.
Exeter nodded yet again, but offered no information.
"Whe.re?"
"East Sydney Tech."
This was a surprise: a well-known art school! "How long?"
·'Three years", answered Michelangelo.
This was an even greater surprise. Michelangelo's style could scarcely be due to
t
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lack of contact with the modern movement; it must be deliberate. Maxim silently
revised the designation primit;f. Perhaps neo-primitive. "That was your work in
the shop window?"
c'Dm."

"You work there?"
UIt's my mother's shop. I'm on holiday."
Michelangelo gave no spontaneous information about himself, but Maxim kept
probing. The shop had once been prosperous. Michelangelo's father had died
recently and left his widow a small income. She was in her sixties and preferred
to stay put, but her son lived in a room at Spring Hill. He earned very little. from
painting, but took jobs with unconventional hours, such as proof-reading for a
newspaper, waiting in cafes, and posing for art classes and private artists. He'd
left school at fourteen, had been dissatisfied with the local art school, and, an
only child, had been able to persuade his father to let him study in Sydney. He
was tired of having so little money, and intended to seek a job in an advertising
agency as soon as the holiday season was over.
"No", Maxim said sternly, "you mustn't think of doing anything like that.
Commercial art will ruin your painting, and most likely ruin you as well. I'll tell
you what you ought to do."
"There's no breakfast left", Hunt said in a hurt voice.
"I had a bite to eat in the township", Maxim lied.
"I went to a huge amount of trouble", Hunt said frigidly, "and I must say that
everyone except you thought the fish was perfectly delicious."
"Hunt cooked a divine breakfast", agreed Erica. "You did really, Hunt darling."
"Yes, it was rather good", Hunt conceded.
Maxim decided to placate the chef. "I'm awfully sorry, Hunt, but something
happened that made it impossible for me to get back in time. And I was so looking
forward to your mullet."
"Did your telegram from Petal arrive?" Larry asked with an innocuous smile.
Hunt was still insulted. "You weren't right in Caloundra while we were at
breakfast", he accused. "You walked past the house even before we started. We
saw you."
"Yes", said Maxim, "just so, just so. And that's what I have to tell you about.
The most exciting thing ..."
"Petal is coming!" cried Erica.
uNo, there was no telegram, so Petal must be all right."
Larry murmured: "We can't be Young Lochinvar every day, can we?"
Maxim ignored the sneer. "I've made an astonishing discovery ..." He paused
to note the reaction of the others. It was satisfactory: they were waiting for him
to continue. "There happens to be a genius in the township ..."
"Not now", said Larry. "You've come back."
"Ha ha!" Maxim glared. "You are a wit!"
"I have my moments."
"I decline to be frivolous", Maxim declared. "This is too important." He turned
away. "If you're not interested ..."
"Dh, but we are, Maxim darling", Erica said, jumping up from an easy chair
and going over to Maxim. She took his hand and led him to sit beside her on the
arm of the chair. "Now tell us-everything."
Maxim was silent for a minute to demonstrate that his good nature was overcoming his anger. "I noticed these paintings in a shop window", he began. "It
wasn't a framer's or an interior decorator's, just a terribly dingy little store. I
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looked at these paintings and I was immediately taken with them. There was some·thing about them ..."
"You said yesterday that they were terrifying", Hunt interrupted. "You said
you didn't like them."
"Not at all", Maxim continued calmly. "I may very well have said that they
were terrifying because they were. Terrifying in the way that all unknown objects
are terrifying."
"You thought they were the work of some old woman", Hunt broke in again,
"and you didn't like them."
"The impact", Maxim said severely, "came later. The fact is that last night I
kept thinking about them. They wouldn't go out of my mind. So first thing this
morning I rushed to have another look at them ..."
Joseph spoke for the first time, genuinely puzzled. "I thought you went to see if
Petal had sent a telegram."
~'Oh yes, that too", said Maxim impatiently. The company was less impressed
than he'd anticipated. But then, what did they know about art when it came· to the
point. "And when I looked at the paintings again, I realised that I hadn't been
mistaken. They were the work of a most unusual talent. I could almost say ...
genius."
"You already have", said Larry.
"They didn't seem works of genius to me", Hunt carefully informed the others.
He pursed his lips with distaste. "They seemed very ordinary. Though not unpleasant", he added as an afterthought.
"Huntworth", Larry remarked severely, "not all of us are capable of recognising
genius when we see it."
Hunt examined his fingernails. "Perhaps. But I think I'm capable of recognising
non-genius when I see it."
"Is that why you're always looking in mirrors?" asked Maxim quietly.
Hunt struggled for a bitter reply, but Erica intervened. "Your artist sounds so
fascinating. What's his name?"
"Exeter. Exeter Biggs ..."
Hunt cut in, asserting: "No one, no one with a name like Biggs could possibly
be a genius."
"And you must all meet him", continued Maxim.
"I'd adore to", said Erica, radiant with enthusiasm. Joseph looked a little put out.
"I wouldn't", said Hunt.
"Of course you would, Hunt darling", Erica insisted. "You mustn't be difficult.
You're on holiday, remember."
"Dear lady", said Hunt, going to her and making a low obeisance, "your sweet
face reminds me of the fact." He looked at Maxim. "I apologise", he said grandly.
"I'm really most anxious to meet this ... er ... Exeter Biggs. That was the name
you said, wasn't it? Anyone with a name like Exeter obviously possesses a noble
spirit, and might even be artistic, though I shan't accuse him of genius until I
know him better. Am I forgiven?"
Maxim nodded perfunctorily. He wasn't going to be taken in by Hunt. "Exeter
is spending the day painting, and doesn't wish to be interrupted. But he'll be home
tonight. I suggest we go in to Caloundra this evening, have a look at his work, and
then take him off for coffee and talk somewhere."
Larry said: "Where can you sit and talk in Caloundra?"
"He must come here", Erica decided. "How else can we get to know him? It's
essential that a stranger be investigated in an environment alien to him. Don't you
all agree?" She looked around for confirmation, but nobody said anything. "In a
cafe he might be afraid to open his mouth, but here we can force him."
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"We'll probably overwhelm him wherever we are", said Larry.
"Come now, darling", Erica smiled, "we're not monsters."
"Aren't we?" Larry wondered.
"Do tell us what he's like", Erica said to Maxim.
Maxim considered. "Well, I've only just met him, though I do pride myself on
being able to estimate. character fairly easily." He hesitated as he saw Larry glancing
across at Erica. Erica, however, did not notice. "He's rather intense", he went on.
"Completely wrapped up in his work. Very inspirational, I should guess. Not had
much of an education, I suspect, except in painting. I talked to him about books,
but he wasn't very responsive. I think we might call him-neo-primitive."
"Neo-primitive! But how marvellous!" Erica exclaimed.
"He takes himself very seriously", warned Maxim. "You must respect him."
Larry permitted himself a grin. "He couldn't possibly take himself more seriously
than we take ourselves."
Exeter accepted Erica's invitation. After they had had the opportunity of
examining him at close quarters, they all agreed that Michelangelo was a most
apt nickname, and they all agreed that he was a true innocent. In a matter of
days they all, in fact, fell in love. with him-all, that is, except Andrew and Joseph,
both of whom developed an immediate antipathy for the artist, to such an extent
that Andrew returned to Brisbane to complete his leave, and Joseph, though he
sometimes morosely tagged along with whatever the party was doing, lost heart
and took up with another student (of the opposite sex) whom he encountered by
accident on the beach. He went home a week later.
There was some justification for the boys' dislike of Michelangelo. He was
comparatively unclean, never having been taught, as the others had, that showers
are a daily necessity; his clothes were generally decaying and ill-assorted; and they
misconstrued his true innocence as simple-mindedness or even stupidity. But in a
semantic world there is no reason why dirtiness and a slovenly appearance should
not be equated with romantic bohemianism and a disregard of the world's opinion.
The latter, at any rate, were the views of the party. And so they fell in love.
Physical desire, of course, entered into the emotions of the four suitors. But
equally important for Maxim were his pride that he and he alone had produced
this object out of the unlikely air of Caloundra and his knowledge that the object
was coveted by the other three. Hunt fell in love because Michelangelo was so
humble a person that he must inevitably regard Hunt as a person to be looked up
to and admired. Erica and Larry fell in love solely because their lust was aroused
by the youth's beauty.
Hunt, however, fell out of love quickly. He always did. He always discovered
that the other person was lacking. Hunt held forth to Michelangelo about art, about
taste in clothes, about the class of cultured people that was superior (in a tangible
though indefinable way) to the rest of mankind, about the best methods of cooking
chicken, and about the hundred and one other topics in which an intelligent person
could be expected to take an interest. Michelangelo listened intently, but when he.
eventually spoke at the conclusion of each of Hunt's monologues, it was to say
something so remote from what Hunt was anticipating that it was clear that he
could not have been listening. Something like: "It's hot in the sun, isn't it?" or
"Goodness gwacious, I feel tired." Michelangelo could not pronounce his r's, and
he had a fund of absurd, slightly passe expressions like "goodness gracious" and
"golly" and "my oh my", the. source of which lay, Maxim decided, in the rusted
novelettes that he read between intervals of painting. These conversational oddities
endeared the young man even more to those who had already been stricken by him,
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though to the others, like Andrew and Joseph and, soon, Hunt, they came to seem
disgusting, as if they were dreadful obscenities uttered by an evil child.
Within a few days Michelangelo became a non-residential member of the house
party. He was with them all day and every day, and had all his meals except breakfast at the house. He often stayed until the early hours, and once, when Erica asked
him if he were not frightened to take, as he always did, the short cut home through
the bush, he answered: "Golly, no. Why should 1 be fwightened!" He thus became,
as Joseph put it, "Ewica's bwave and noble knight".
The major problem for each of the four lovers was to get Michelangelo alone.
This was resolved very early for Hunt by the realisation that he did not want to
get him alone. The problem for Maxim lay not so much in getting him alone as in
keeping him alone. Maxim had discovered him and he was, therefore, Maxim's
property. This ownership was tacitly recognised by Erica and Larry; they made no
demur when Maxim went to pick Michelangelo up from the shop, or when he went
for short strolls with him along the beach. The trouble was that they were never
alone for long; sooner or later Erica or Larry or both would intrude on their tetea-tete with some feeble excuse such as a meal being ready or a "Wondered where
you'd got to". This was annoying; Maxim ,vas prevented from making any fundamental move toward Michelangelo by the possibility that they might at any moment
be. disturbed. Once, they found a sheltered space amid the ti-trees, and Maxim had,
as a preliminary, taken hold of Michelangelo's hand, and was explaining how
worthy of a painter were the grimed and stubby fingers, when Erica suddenly
emerged from the bushes with a thermos flask and a bag of cakes and announced
that the three of them were now going to have afternoon tea. There was nothing
Maxim could do about it, particularly as the prospect seemed to please Michelangelo, whose appetite was always splendid.
Nevertheless, during such periods as they w'ere alone, Maxim took the opportunity to inculcate his protege with his own breadth of knowledge and his carefully
wrought theories of art and life.
"Art", he confided, "is no longer a matter of rules. You can forget everything
they taught you at art school. Those ideas belong to the past, the pre-photographic
era, when identification between subject and painting was all that mattered. What
is important today is feeling, and you can't get that through sticking to the laws of
perspective and the methods of imitating light. You have to let yourself go, you
have to allow your Unconscious to wield the brush." (Maxim had lately discovered
German Expressionism.)
His friend looked fairly uncomprehending, and Maxim was about to dilate on
Freud's more· elementary psycho-analytic principles when Michelangelo said in a
puzzled fashion: "You mean 1 wasted three years at the Tech.?"
"Well", Maxim considered, "I wouldn't go so far as to say that . .."
"Golly!" said Michelangelo.
Maxim took pains in outlining the kind of painting that he thought Michelangelo
ought to tackle. The form and content, he suggested, were most in line with Michelangelo's personality. As the artist's primary interest was landscape, a slight influence
of Kokoschka would not go amiss. Then, for technique, he could learn a lot from
Klee. Of course, the worst aspect of landscape painting was its lack of form; difficulties in this respect were inevitable, and the artist must be on his guard continually. Picasso was old hat; nevertheless, he still had something to offer in the way
of significant form and would repay careful study. (Michelangelo had read Clive
Bell, hadn't he? No? Then he must. Though you needed to balance Bell with a dose
of Fry.) Not too much study, mind. One shouldn't imitate other painters; one must
absolutely go one's own way.
Michelangelo agreed. One must go one's own way. One must also take note
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of the best work of other artists. But one mustn't be influenced by them. Not
consciously, anyway. He promised to be original and contemporary, though not
simply for effect. His originality and contemporaneity must spring from his inner
self. He was sure his style would now change. He would start a new painting
immediately.
Maxim prognosticated great things. He was rather pleased at the impression he
was making. It wouldn't be long, he thought, before Michelangelo became a revolutionary, an exponent of artistic freedom. What the boy needed more than anything
was experience of life; and of such experience, wasn't love the most important
aspect? Maxim probed, and discovered that Michelangelo was, as he had suspected,
a virgin. "Though I don't want to wemain one", he sniggered. "You won't", Maxim
assured him.
Both Erica and Larry were also anxious to assist Michelangelo to gain experience
of life.
Intensely aware of Michelangelo's potential physical delights, Larry, who had
always been diffident about his own capacity for conquest, nevertheless held back,
leaving the field to Erica, almost as if the two of them had an agreement. Erica
was aware that, for the moment, her only rival was Maxim, and resolved to take
advantage of the situation. But how?
It was a problem that Maxim himself might be said to have solved for her. One
evening, about a week after the advent of Michelangelo, when they were sprawled
idly around the living room, Larry had the temerity to ask Maxim: "Have you
heard from Petal since you've been here?"
·'No", Maxim answered, darting a look at Michelangelo to see if he were taking
any notice.
Michelangelo, as if curious, had raised his seraphic head.
"Petal is Maxim's mistress", Erica explained to him.
Maxim glared at her. "She is not my mistress", he ground out.
"Oh dear!" Erica fluttered, her eyes wide in apparent dismay. "Have I said something I shouldn't have?"
"Of course not, dear", Maxim said with repressed rage.
Larry was enjoying his malice. "I only asked ..." he said, and stopped. "Sorry,
bad grammar. I asked only because you seemed so anxious about her the day you
arrived, and you haven't mentioned her since. I just wondered."
"I am anxious", Maxim replied. "She's a very dear friend. But I presume that
she's all right, as I haven't heard from her."
"Have you called in at the post office regularly?" Erica wanted to know.
"Yes", snapped Maxim.
Michelangelo asked no questions, and the subject lapsed. The very next morning,
however, shortly after Maxim had left the house to stroll to the township to fetch
Michelangelo for a day's picnic on Bribie, which the five of them were to attend,
a strange figure approached the front door.
It was a tall man, six feet or more, as thin and protuberant in his body bones
and his arms and legs as a sapling with twigs and branches, and quite as graceful.
He walked as if he were ready to spring to heaven at any moment, but now and
then he bent one way or the other as if the breeze were a little more than his
strength could withstand. When he knocked at the door, he seemed to be sounding
the quality of an antique piece of furniture. The tapping and the listening done, he
stood back from the door, staring at it, hands on hips, as if trying to penetrate its
invisible defects.
Larry opened up. The young man smiled and inclined his head: it was a kind
of curtsey. He spoke with soft delicacy.
"Is this where Maxim Brown is staying?"
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Larry told him it was, but that Maxim would not be back for about an hour.
Perhaps the young man would care to wait. The young man would, so Larry invited
him in and offered him a cup of tea. Erica and Hunt were talking in the living room.
They remained to gape-politely, of course.
The three of them pried tactfuly. It was not long before a few facts were
uncovered. The youth was Petar Lane. "Spelt with an a", he insisted, and spelt it
out before Larry could make a joke about pater. Yes, he was a friend of Maxim's.
Of long standing? Well, four or five months. A close friend? Yes, he supposed you
could say that. How odd that they hadn't all met before, then? Well, Maxim had
spoken of his other friends, and had promised to make introductions before long.
"I'm so interested to meet you all. You must be terribly clever people. Maxim
has told me so much about you-how you all write or paint or something. I adore
literature and art."
There was a discreet exchange of glances at this naive and embarrassing statement.
"Are you a student?" asked Erica. She wanted to know what he did for a living,
if anything, but it seemed best to use an oblique approach.
"Well, yes-in a way", Peter answered nervously. "I'm doing a correspondence
school course in English literature, and I go to ballet classes."
"Ah", said Erica, "you're a dancer."
"You attend ballet classes?" Hunt said in tones that sonorously implied disbelief. "Who do you go to?"
Petar told him. Hunt pointed his face upward, and the direction of his nose
seemed to indicate that, really, it was laughable to suppose that anyone could learn
anything about ballet there. He couldn't imagine that this apparition knew anything
whatsoever about ballet. The only role for which he might be suited physically
would be. the spectre in a parody of La Spectre de la Rose; and, frankly, he was
too ghoulish even for that.
Petar said with an honesty that was almost painful: "I'm afraid I'll never be a
professional. I started too late."
"What a dreadful pity!" Hunt boomed.
"Have you a ... er ... private income?" Erica persisted.
Petar shook his head. "As a matter of fact", he muttered awkwardly, his face
turning red, "I work at Woolworths." There was a troubled pause. "In the music
department", he specified, as if his status might thereby be raised.
Erica at once regretted her inquisitiveness, and Larry too was discomfited. It
wasn't Petar's job that was the trouble, he reflected, so much as his obvious sense
of the job's inferiority.
"It's only temporary, of course", Petar amended.
"Dh?" Hunt raised both his chin and his eyebrows.
The supercilious bastard! thought Larry. I must be particularly nice to Petar.
"I'm"hoping to get into the Public Service", Petar continued. "I'm sitting for
an exam soon."
"I know that exam", Hunt said. "It's about sixth-grade level, isn't it?" He smiled
complacently.
Snob! Intellectual snob! thought Larry fiercely. But am I any better? he de..
manded of himself. Haven't I got a feeling of condescension about this person?
Yes, I certainly have. Condescension and pity. But it's wrong and I'll thrust it
from me. I've got no right to feel better than anyone else. And even if I do, I'll
never let him know.
Not Larry, nor Erica, nor Hunt could make out what was Maxim's relationship
with Petar. It was a great puzzle.
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They were not long left uncomprehe.nding. Maxim arrived back and stood
startled in the entrance to the living room.
"Oh ... hello", he said weakly.
Petar sprang up and faced Maxim. "You don't mind me coming up?" he asked
anxiously. "I only got your letter at the beginning of the week, and none since, and
I was worried."
Maxim's expression pleaded with Petar to be silent, but it went unnoticed.
"I thought I'd come up for the day, but I'll have to catch the train back tonight.
Work tomorrow."
Maxim smiled a vague assent. There was silence.
Larry said: "Where's Michelangelo?"
"Just outside. He got a little stone caught in his sandals."
"Who?" demanded Petar.
Erica told him briefly about Michelangelo, and said how fond they all we,re
of the artist.
·'I'm not", announced Hunt.
While Erica was talking, Petar's face had become sharp with suspicion. He
glowered at Maxim.
·'Isn't it time we left on our picnic?" Hunt said brightly.
Petar looked at Maxim as if expecting some kind of pronouncement. The party
remained still, waiting also.
Maxim, almost under his breath, said to Erica: "You four go on ahead. Petar
and I will catch you up later."
·'1 doubt if they'll follow us", said Larry, as they trudged along the beach at
Bribie.
"I doubt it, too", agreed Erica. ·'Anyway, I can't imagine Maxim bringing a
boat across The Passage. Can you?"
·'1 hardly think Petal would be of much use to him-in a boat, that is", Larry
said, not altogether unaware of his cruelty in speaking thus.
"Petal?" asked Hunt.
"Petal", Larry repeated.
Erica laughed and looked at Larry. ·'Great minds with but a single thought."
"I don't understand:", said Hunt indignantly.
"It's quite. simple, darling", Erica said. "That peculiar young man is Pee-tarLane. P.T.L. Petal. Get it?"
"So that's the famous Petalt" breathed Hunt, his nostrils narrowing with excitement. "Are you sure?"
Erica nodded. "Just about."
Hunt's eyes shone, and his. mouth kept opening and closing, like that ofa 'fish,
with merriment. Every now and again he would let forth a huge bellow of amusement.
Michelangelo gave several little giggles, whether because Hunt's good humour
was infectious, or because of the Maxim-Petal story-a tale with which he was
unfamiliar-was unknown.
By two o'clock, Maxim and Petar had not turned up, but the picnickers were
hungry and decided to have lunch. During the meal, Erica whispered to Larry that
she would appreciate beingleft alone with Michelangelo. Hunt grumbled after the
meal when Larry wanted to take him for a walk, but was finally persuaded by the
prospect of skin swimming farther along the lonely stretch of sand. The prospect
of baring his splendid body to the earth and sky and to anyone-even Larry-who
might happen to be around was infinitely pleasing to Hunt. Much more so than
mere sexual gratification-one of the, to him, less interesting of human activities.
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So Erica, as she had planned, was left alone with Michelangelo. She gazed at
him fondly. "Let's sunbathe", she said. She removed her own outer garments to
reveal a tantalising two-piece. swimsuit. She anticipated as little trouble in stirring
up Michelangelo's affectionate nature as she usually had with her young men. She
shivered at his proximity, and hoped that, if he had noticed, he would think. the
bree.ze responsible.
"I don"t mind", he said in response to her suggestion. He took off his shirt and
shorts, leaving only an old, worn pair of trunks with· a skirt front, and settled
himself several yards away from her.
After a few minutes, she said into the air: "Why don't you come closer? I'd
like to talk, and I don't want to raise my voice."
"All wight", he said casually. He pushed himself to within armslength of her.
"It's so peaceful here", she sighed. "The sun burning down and the sky so
fantastically blue and the sound of the sea. It makes one feel so much a part of
nature. Don't you think so?"
"Urn."

She turned her head and observed that his eyes were closed. "You must love
the sun", she told him.
"Urn", he acknowledged.
Nothing was said for ten minutes, during which period Erica had difficulty in
preventing herself from dozing. She struggled against the· sun and the air and the
drowsy mumble of the waves. If anything were to happen, it had to happen before
Larry and Hunt returned. She felt annoyed that Michelangelo should be' so unresponsive; it was rarely that she had to take an aggressive role in love-making;
though it could at times provide a pleasant change. She sat up quickly and looked
along the. beach: no sign of the boys. "I think Hunt and Larry intend to do some
nude swimming", she said.
Michelangelo smirked. His eyes were still closed. "Ooh, they're vewy naughty!"
Erica looked down at his sweet brown flesh. All she had to do was to reach
across. She restrained herself. "Do you enjoy nude bathing?" she enquired.
Michelangelo giggled. "I don't know", he admitted.
"You mean you never have?"
He sat up and stared out to sea, grinning timidly, and shaking his head.
"It's a wonderful sensation. You simply must try it."
"I shall", he promised.
"Let's go in now", she proposed.
·'You mean ... 1"
"Yes."
"Oh, 1 couldn't!" he chortled.
"What nonsense!" cried Erica gaily. "Surely you don't worry about that sort
of thing .. 'I"
Michelangelo bit his lower lip and laughed to himself.
"If it worries you", she said, "I'll turn my head until you're in the water, and
then I'll follow you in."
·'All wight. And I promise to look away when you're coming in."
··That sort of thing doesn't worry me. You can look as much as you like", she
invited him.
"Thank you vewy much", he said. He giggled again, as if he were· telling a coy
joke.
Erica was becoming more· and more irritated 'by Michelangelo's attitude. Really,
she thought, he acts like a twelve-year-old schoolboy.
He watched her dash into the water. She plunged in and came up near him. She
started to splash him. He thought this was entertaining and splashed back, but
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came no closer. Erica dived and grabbed hold of his ankle, endeavouring to capsize
him, but he managed to wriggle away.
"You're a naughty girl", he said mock-seriously. "I weally don't know what to
do with you."
"Don't you?" she insinuated.
God! she thought. The child is stupid, stupid. It was almost with relief that she
saw Larry and Hunt returning in the distance.
Michelangelo insisted that she shut her eyes as he left the water. She pretended
to, but watched him just the same. He certainly had a lovely body, but now she felt
not one spasm of desire. Genius or not, he was just too infantile; heaven help any
woman who got tangled up with him.
"He's green and gawky", she confided to Larry on the way home. "I just can't
be bothered. You can violate him if you want."
"Thanks. I wouldn't mind having a try."
"Don't say you haven't been warned. I'm sure that sex with him would be an
absolute bore."
"It might be. for you", Larry commented, "but then, you're so accustomed to it."
Maxim was home when they got back. Petar had left after lunch, he informed
them, and he, Maxim, hadn't felt like following them over to the island. He refused
to be drawn out on the subject of Petar, though Erica made the attempt. He counterquestioned Michelangelo on what they had done on the picnic, and Michelangelo,
with much sniggering, related his adventure into nakedness. Maxim looked grim for
a few minutes, but had relaxed by the time the young artist finished his story.
Michelangelo had remained untouched; that much was obvious. Though Erica was
a bitch. He was determined not to let the boy out of sight for the rest of the holiday.
Erica and Larry wondered what had occurred at the encounter between Maxim
and Petar.They were given some indication the morning after the picnic. Larry,
taking a parcel of rubbish out to the bin, discovered in the latter some torn-up
scraps of paper with Maxim's handwriting on them. He drew out a few and saw
that they were snatches of poems. One fragment bore the part-title: To Petal, On
the Occasion of. It seemed possible that Petar, in a fit of anger, had destroyed the
manuscripts. Or perhaps Maxim himself had done so, to mark the end of the affair.
Though that Maxim should tear up his own poems seemed hardly possible.; he was
more likely to keep them as an historic record of a lost love.
That same day, Michelangelo again slipped out of Maxim's grasp. Maxim awoke
in the. morning with one of his periodic attacks of migraine, doubtless brought on
by Petar's visit and its consequences. He stayed in bed, refused breakfast, and
denounced aspirin; he had decided to suffer. Nobody else, however, wished to suffer
with him, and they went out after breakfast, Erica and Hunt to buy fruit and
groceries, and Larry to take a stroll along the beach. He was ambling by the
water's edge when he noticed Michelangelo with a sketching block coming toward
him.
"Where's Maxim?" Michelangelo asked.
"Up at the house."
"We're going sketching today."
"Maxim's in bed."
·'Is he sick?"
"A bad headache."
"Oh. Then I don't suppose he'll want to come out with me."
"I doubt if he's up to it."
"Does he expect me, do you know?"
It occurred to Larry that Maxim probably did expect Michelangelo, but had,
on seeing the. others leave, preferred to keep the knowledge to himself.
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"He didn't say anything." No doubt he was waiting for Michelangelo to come
and hold his hand. He would play Socrates, and the young artist would be his
disciple, and there would be an intense dialogue on art, literature, life, and, eventually, love. And, of course, all the long speeches would be Maxim's.
"Perhaps I'd better not go."
"He might want to rest", Larry agreed. "I'll keep you company, if you like."
"All wight."
They set off together, Larry not without guilt intermingled with his sensation
of triumph. It was Michelangelo's intention to do some preliminary drawings for
his new large canvas depicting the Caloundra landscape from off-shore-this was
to be his masterpiece in the modern manner. For his purpose, it was necessary either
to work from a jetty or to go out a little way in a rowing boat. Larry was in favour
of a boat as being more private, though he did not give this reason aloud.
The boat it was. For a while, Larry watched Michelangelo's manipulation of the
pencil, which was skilful and straight, despite the mild rocking of the boat. Then,
feeling drowsy, he slid down on the bottom of the boat and fell into an uneven
sleep, his head resting on his arm on the seat. He jerked himself fully awake when
he saw that Michelangelo had put down his block and pencil and was just gazing
at the shore. He did not, however, move, but said tremulously, in a voice that he
could not recognise as his own: "Are you tired?"
"No", answered Michelangelo disappointingly.
"It's so tranquil here like this. I'm sure I could sleep for hours."
"I'm not a bit tired", came the lively response.
Larry persisted. "Why don't you relax for a while? It's very comfortable like
this." It was, actually, a most uncomfortable position. His hip was cramped and his
arm was developing pins and needles.
Michelangelo giggled and acquiesced. He sat down in the boat and leaned back
against a seat so that he was in a similar but geometrically opposite position to that
of Larry. Their legs were touching.
The minutes passed in silence. Michelangelo's eyes closed, and he rested there,
apparently asleep. Larry's eyes were wide. open. Gently he moved his right legthe one that lay against Michelangelo's right leg-as if he were stretching it
naturally; then he returned it to its former position, but this time pressed more
firmly against his companion. There. was no reaction.
The silence continued. Nothing ventured, nothing gained, Larry admonished
himself. Bravely, though in a state of considerable trepidation, he lifted the same
leg and placed it so that it covered both of Michelangelo's legs. Still the artist
did not stir, though it was impossible, unless he were in a deep slumber, for him
not to have noticed the action.
Either he's asleep or he's waiting for me to go on, Larry thought. It was just
his luck, when he himself was so timid, to be placed in ideal apposition with
someone as passive as Michelangelo. Well, if he wanted to achieve his goal, he'd
just have to continue to advance.
Now he moved his free arm (and difficult it was to do so) so that his hand was
able to stroke Michelangelo's leg just above the ankle. He made a smooth, circular
motion with his fingers and enjoyed the sensation. But it couldn't stop there; he
was becoming quite excited. A determined move was called for.
He shifted his leg back to its former position and slithered forward so· that he
could rest on his right elbow and his left arm was free. Tentatively he allowed his
left hand to descend on Michelangelo's leg, just above the knee, and commenced a
stroking movement from the knee to just under the artist's shorts, up and down,
up and down. Michelangelo did not move, and his eyes remained closed. He's
waiting, Larry convinced himself. His strokes became longer and longer, though
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they did not as yet linger in the crucial area. So absorbed was Larry in this
interesting experience that he did not heed a seraping beneath the boat, and it
was not until there was a lurch and he was thrown against the side that he became
conscious of what had happened. The boat was not moving. Larry sat up and
looked around. The tide had receded and they were stuck on wet sand about a
quarter of a mile from the beach.
"So that was that", he remarked to Erica in the evening. "It wasn't an absolute
bore, but you're right about his being green and gawky. I doubt if anyone would
have the patience to get as far as an orgasm with him. He wants his partner to
do all the work."
"It's odd, isn't it?" she said. "Quite a perversion, in its own way."
"What does Maxim do?" Larry wondered. "I'd like to be present when they're
together in the bushes."
4'Supposing they ever are", Erica argued.
"Don't you think they do anything?"
'Who knows with people like that?" she said languidly. "It's difficult to imagine."
Maxim was, in fact, biding his time. True love, he believed, shouldn't be rushed,
and this was definitely going to be true love-quite different from his affair with
the dreadful Petal who had had the nerve to chase him all the way up to Caloundra
just because he hadn't received a letter on time. Well, that was the end of Petal.
Now it was he and Michelangelo together-a team, teacher and student, patron and
artist (only more equal than patron and artist because he couldn't exactly finance
the young genius). What a glorious future their two interwoven lives would en·
compass. He would, in a sense, be Boswell to Michelangelo's Jobnson; only, of
course, he would be a Johnson in his own right as well.
His migraine was eased after three days. Michelangelo had been to visit him only
in the evenings, but this had not distressed him because he knew that the artist was
at work on a new landscape-a de.piction of Caloundra as seen from the water. But
it would not be a naturalistic painting-indeed, no! Maxim envisaged the sort of
painting it would be-vital and vivid, like Kokoschka; yet formal and subdued,
like Cezanne; and yet more abstract than either of them. Not merely a landscape
but the essence of landscape-the spiritual distilled from the material. It would be
Michelangelo's first important creation, his first masterpiece; and he, Maxim, would
be responsible; he was, you might say, both parent and midwife. He felt very proud.
Today-a fortnight after Maxim had discovered Michelangelo-was to be the
unveiling. None of the others would be present; none of them even knew of the
occasion. He might let Michelangelo show it to them later, if the atmosphere
seemed right. But they were so insensitive; they were simply unable to appreciate
aesthetics. It might be best to let them wait until the painting was exhibited in
Brisbane. Exhibited in Brisbane,! As soon as he got back he must start to make
preparations for an exhibition of Michelangelo's new works. The boy should have
enough paintings for an exhibition in six months or so. He, Maxim, would write
the introduction to the catalogue.
Maxim was to meet Michelangelo in his mother's shop. Widow Biggs had had
to go to the city for a couple of days, so the two young men would be alone. They
would face the new painting together; it would be the climax of their association;
and then, afterwards . .. afterwards ...
Maxim solemnly entered the tiny, shabby shop. A little bell jangled as he opened
the door. Michelangelo was behind the counter, reading a newspaper.
4'Where is it?" Maxim asked, almost in a whisper.
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Michelangelo giggled. Maxim wished he wouldn't giggle; it was his only fault,
and it detracted so much from his otherwise immaculate personality.
"It's on the back verandah", he said. He led the way through the dark and
musty house.
The painting, a large one, was placed back-to-front against the wall. Michelangelo bit at his lower lip and said: "You won't like, it, I bet."
"I know I shall", Maxim replied sagely.
Michelangelo picked up the painting and stood it on the seat of an upright
chair.
Maxim was horrified. "Is this the painting you've just finished?" he said quietly,
trying to stop his voice from revealing his agitation.
Michelangelo nodded.
Maxim could not believe it. It was an ordinary naturalistic landscape, the foreground slightly blurred, it was true, as if in deference to the modern movement,
but in all other respects it was completely conventional. Anyone who could hold a
paintbrush could have done it.
"It's very nice", said Maxim, knowing as the words left his mouth that he
couldn't have said anything more offensive to a person of sensibility.
"Oh", said Michelangelo, "good." He giggled some more. "I was wowwied it
might be too wealistic for you."
"No", said Maxim, "it's very interesting." And there and then he recovered
from his infatuation.
The bell sounded; a customer had come in to the shop. Maxim was able to
make his escape with jovial excuses.
Back at the house, he told Erica that he had to return to town that very day.
"For private reasons", he explained. He caught the afternoon train and was back
in the city half an hour before Woolworths closed.
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WILLIAM GRONO

Marriage
Doing the morning's washing
she heard her eldest
tell the baby:
"You come from a little seed
in Mummy's tummy.
Daddy put you there."
And she, between
two sharp breaths, breathed: "Christ,
if only that were all;"
then, hair hanging
lank into acrid water,
resumed the day.
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PETER PORTER

Three Songs
(I)

Purification then went to detergents
who were the military of dark waters;
oftiming the great gull should land
was their commandment. They moved whole towns
on waterback, the nightmare came
upriver, the sleep of trout disturbednobody bothered: the era of Aquarius
faced the Greeks after two thousand
five hundred years. Who sees this then?
And crowded the boat's rail the shrewder crew,
young as beards and spoke by loud inventionsthe state killed our mothers, they were depressed;
froth rose round the king-cups, raiders
in suede dispersing down glass halls.
Then started sounds we were alert for,
lost on dark sea, a toe, a claw of Venus
who must eat her own placenta. Her gift,
a lot of death. When is this then?
(II)

Hobble to breakfast with my tail up,
"I left them in high dream time,
old friends eating steamed fish
on a wreck of endives. They spread
bureau drawers to show me letters;
these the Count took to the courtroom,
Sullen displayed them, they were entered
along with Napoleon's tooth
and a yellow fever death mask.
The beautiful breakfasts after dreaming!
The sugar full of eyes and your cool feet
walking over my map of dayI can tell the forecast is for love
but ending up unsatisfied.
I am one scenario nearer death
but you have such a speaking part
the band can sit up in the trees
and envy me the music of your lies."
Dreadful weather for the time of the year.
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(UI)

Two gamblers call,
the night has teeth:
raise you another dozen
stars and Cassiopeathat puts the world in the fridge.
Trumpet of eternity
deliver us from life:
the steel wires are singing
"how many souls will be small
tomorrow, bone
of the writing arm?"
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FRANCES KELLY

Smalls
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
Small female yearnalist
dreamly loner
seeks company of
similarly
loner dreamly
view pleasant
queens need not apply
we've been through all that already

OHGOD
Small things right and dutiful
Small creatures break and fall
Small things snide and angerful
the lord god made them crawl
Small things end in wood packages
Small things amuse all kinds
Small things cope with old adages
Small things should never mind.
to hell with )
( small things
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Toys
Little girl on the lawn
dilly dolls in your brother's
tricky truck
why are you so gentle
in between each thumbelina
suck?
your dally dills are not
the. rag softs i knew,
sewn at home
with loving care
they're just
prone imitations
plastic face and
plastic hair.
little girl on the lawn
silly souls in your brothers
nicky nuck
you're chasing your own
shadow
be a love and quickly
duck.

Correspondent
39 tahmasabi st boustarl
saadi ave tehran iran
eastern correspondent's copy
typed on an ancient machine
dashes sitting on the floor
fading ms and fs galore
tales of asgah khans new call
comment on old ayubs fall
oh eastern correspondent
from where do you write?
are you flaked in a huge cane chair
fanned by an enigmatic mite?
are you locked in a musty dusty room
shutters drawn, humid gloom?
are you tapping stickily to get a buck
to raise a fare, or liquid pluck?
do you drink the cheque before you
make the bank, red column full
black column blank?
oh eastern correspondent
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KENNETH ELLIS

First Footstep on the Moon
The moon's charge,
That marble and marshmallow glow,
Has been earthed by an expensive sneaker,
Anybody's boot-John Doe's, Joe Blow's ... a ripple sole
that puts out butts and slips on roller-skates.
No use lying back and waiting
To float out the bedroom window,
You can't lose yourself on the moon any more.
The moon was the poet's coin
But it won't spin and ring any more
Painters found moonlight hard to get
But now it comes as all-American quick-drying Moonshine
Substitute.
That astronaut plays a hard game.
He hit the moon right out of the sky.
I couldn't find it for a long time.
It'd rolled down off the altar cloth onto the linoleum.
I found it-a pingpong ball stamped MADE ON EARTH.
The night sky's gone electric at a penny a unit
The Man in the Moon's been sacked.
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Cowgirl Nan
Saturdays, my parents on the town,
I stayed the night at Nan's. After sundown,
In the canyon of my bed sank soon
My snowy little head, alive with holdUps, dazed by gunshots over :film set gold
Screened at the Odeon that afternoon.
To bring on sleep, my Nana told me stories
From the quilt's cliff edge. Mocking glories
Faked to thrill the pocket money off us young
But still to us the good, old solid truth,
She said that in America in youth
She'd been a real live cowgirl-sixgun slung!
The room was dark but for the wireless she
Left turned down to comfort little me.
Its humming, glowing dial became my fire,
The shadow of my quilt mound on the wall
A Redskin creeping into camp. Nan all
In black with wind-bent hat and gun for hire
Rode through the sandhills of my dream. She tied
Her snorting horse up on the beach, outside
The shack we used on holidays, reins round
The rail we hung our striped towels on to dry.
It was a summer's night and somewhere by,
Out in the dark, the stingray sea was wound
Up tight-all night it lapped with sounds like shots
Of whisky being poured for nerves. The dots
Of distant bayside lights became the fires
Of crooks, with stubble chins, hot on the trail
Of Cowgirl Nan. No one untold Nan's tale,
So as I grew, it seeped my brain's young shires
Like some old tea cup stain that won't be budged.
No privilege of truth was it begrudged;
It pegged my thoughts out tautly as a fact.
Now, operations would not move that stain;
To cut it out would cut out half my brain.
Nan's tale supplied the night life our town lacked
And luckily, was gentlest of the lies
A man could grow up with, of bigotries
That are the guy wires holding him in drape.
Pity those brought up on lies sincere:
Never must they know they're wrong, for fear
They stab to death what's now become their shape.
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JAMES CORBETT

Memorial
The skulls of rocks along the stream
obtrude, and raise indifferent clouds,
trap frothing snow, make ripples bud,
and generate an apple time.
The liquid orchard will not fruit
a single crab; no thaw reduce,
or change of wind provide, though sun
persists until the reeds ignite.
Here, where imagination turns,
gluts back upon its course, and chokes
the spring, the stream presents a stream.
Nothing eradicates the bones.
All summer glows, the migrant flocks
gorge overhead, scream into air,
and gash the sky, and feathers smut
restricted ground. The concrete cracks.
The slogan arched across the gate
corrodes. The rusted letters brand
ironic words on space. The depths
of mud, congealing, scab the site.
Improvement shocks. The simplest act
of ceremonial regret stuns
grief with roses. Besides, who smells
a wreath? The best blow derelict.
Yet, year by year, a monument
seems apt: an obelisk that goads
at noon a shadow down the path
kept open for the innocent.
And granite tears above a frieze
of flame, so many tears, and struck
so proud, they well as if prepared
to quench the concentrated blaze.
Nothing eradicates the bones,
although some graveyard, like a park,
completes the scene, and should reveal
what acreage, for what, remains.
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City Hotel
The granite of the great hotel shines red,
the double-doors, the carpet, leather chairs,
the faces of the guests: all oddly red;
while at the windows, like a ft.ag,
the sun in furling; breaking, elsewhere, red.
Trained waiters close the curtains, light the lounge.
Dusk, here, begins the day. Look, neat roses
held in polished vases wilt; red petals
scale, and strand peculiar, unwanted fish,
each clogged with seed, to choke on thorns of air.
Men barnacle the bar, or pose with wives
around the tables, drink, and talk, and tell
each other nothing not already known,
and advertised, about themselves, and boast
more yesterdays than half the world has time.
Becalmed, the guests will puff themselves to bed
and there, alone, dream grounded in black sheets
of tides that pluck their seaweed tears, and miss,
without regret, unfurling fast across
the land of seasons, land of change, the sun.
The granite of the great hotel will shine
more red, the double-doors appear to wave,
the windows dance, and all the street, the town,
seem quick with welcome and in bud with flags
the day's advance will manifest as gold.
And if the guests, disturbed, awake and risk
the unaccustomed hour, they'll recognise
a nightmare, not the dawn, and stop the clocks,
and call for blinds until, confused, they sink
dumbfounded, thwarted by the rousing light.
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MALCOLM LEVENE

Letters
(i)

Perth is a flat brown areola
to which you have returned your kindly tongue.
Deserted are Marvel, Marx, and Mademoiselle Elliot,
the pygmy mausoleums stuffed with bones,
the teardrops in a wilderness of grass.
In Highgate cemetery you were sombre,
in Le Macabre gay as all the skulls,
at Sam Widges scared by a horoscope.
Though we slept together, Pete, yet we were chaste,
wanking and roaring till the walls resounded.
Now Perth has spilt its thin, sweet sludge of milk
and you have gone back, parched and lapping.
Let it be said that providence will not provide
another. I have sought amongst your friends
but you have not made them in your image.
Have you gone back to the puzzled silences of childhood,
where knocking fists were felt but never heard?
In this looking glass fingers speak with accents;
behind the fautless image is a deaf and dumb world
where laughter breaks like the cries of trapped animals.
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(ii)

It is the graveyard where they dwell,
father, uncle, John and Griff.
I shan't return till they are dust,
corrupted bodies bloat and smell.
John went up inside his bomb,
Griffith sank with a soft sea-bell.
I want to make another soundthe cause· of breath inside the tomb
is shortly doomed, and even though
this London air is acrid, grey,
I like it more than that clean air
despair where only suicide grows.
I write this in the growing dark.
February wanes and March
has crocuses and rooks. I dream
of prams in Karakatta park.

(iii)

We have written
where the norse wind
rides in upon
the prows
of icy dunes
and where Guinevere
opened her
fictional passage.
for a naughty knight.
We have written,
trembling and beery
upon the heights
of Dylan,
listened upon
his creaking turret
to his basso
in the wind,
and the queer noise
of Welsh stalks
in the hedgerows.
We have driven
our caravan
upon a poet's landscape,
lillied and livid,
like happy fools
imagining ourselves
heirs.
But now you have fled silent-toed
back to the animal cries
and the talking fingers.
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(iv)
Crumb-bums and fartarses arise!
Significance and Entity are gone.
Dogs with anuses like prunes
we all conjecture as we bark
upon the probability of time
being an eternal circle
into which one could simply step
and return could one only learn
the childish secret of antimatter.
Only crawlers and the cowards now are left,
embalmed in Essex villages, doctoring at Merton,
making love upon electric blankets in Edgware.
Could we but know how to return without humility
we would step out upon the waters laughing.
If we knew how to step backwards into the future,
we would assuredly do so,
for cowardice is like humbug,
its many colours yielding to the tongue
illusions of futures glorious and known.
But all that lies within is a
diminishing essence.
I would wish to return to silent childhood,
to the raised and speechful fingers,
the. mute archetypal prophecies of palms,
to cross in a shrinking boat the topic of cancer
and flee the polar beckoning of death
did I not know that no matter where we sail,
no matter how laughable our nursery yacht
we must all eventually step out upon the peaceful floe
of Captain Oates' country. The best we can do
is to make our going casual, like a pee.
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(v)

Honeypot Lane
near where. I live
is a four-lane
highway.
Smelters make
the night glow
there, cars fire
like tracers,
lorries like
the wounded
groan and lug.
I like it.
It makes me matter.
I partake here,
I prove by being,
and even my
hypocrisy, greed,
indolence and selfdeception endear
me to someone.
London is like that.
On the tube
I am large feet,
at the theatre
money, in the grocer
I am dropped pennies
and boxes of cracked
eggs. There is more to
me in London.
Industrial sap rises,
ash blooms
and stains the sky.
I can breathe here.
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COMMENT

ROSS LONNIE

An Immovable Feast

I still find it difficult to clarify my reasons for leaving Australia. The first desires
to leave came in the last years of my university course. What were occasional
uncertainties became frequent certainties, and the first hints of alienation became a
perplexing but emphatic, realisation. Of what? Singularly, that I must leave
Australia, and escape to anywhere.
The day I left is clarified perfectly. A superb, tingling, autumn day, with the
morning freshness lingering on into the afternoon. A blue sky unmolested by
clouds, a blue sky that I would be passing briefly through to my indifferently chosen
destination. Vancouver, selected from the many possibilities, for the descriptions of
a friend, recently returned (a week in fact).
It was a desperate exit. My fare had been paid by a finance company whose
doubt of their ultimate profit I had managed to overcome by persuasion, and
half an hour before take-off I had only twenty Canadian dollars. In this last period
my brothers and sisters pushed two-dollar notes into my pocket. It was enough to
pay for the whiskies as I flew across the Asian countries, such brief moments of
talk to pass above ancient cultures.
The leapfrog introduction to Asia brought a new alienation, I was a real stranger,
an outsider.
Too quickly I was in Vancouver, wandering the streets pungent with the. cold,
with a new friend, a Mexican; looking at the white faces with pink flecks, the
wooden two-storey houses, the mountains, the snow, the spires on the churches,
and the flash, indulgent automobiles. Taking in the fresh and powerful aroma of
cut lumber and the staccato whistles of the straining tugs. After finding the
Y.M.C.A. and seeing my friend off on the airport bus, I began climbing the
concrete mountains to find employment with a mining company. Their rejection
took only a few words. Hours later I escaped my uncertain future by going to
the cinema; it was not enough that I was watching Cliff Montgomery in "Charlie",
I was soon asleep like many of the other solitary, huddled figures, in the afternoon
matinee. There was not much romance in my new beginning.
That I didn't starve, and that I had a roof over my head was entirely due to
an Australian geologist. He. was one of the few contacts I had, a bachelor, living
with a wonderful Alsatian dog called "Digger" no less. The flat was in an inlet
called Deep Cove, situated just out of Vancouver. It was plain but pleasant but
its position, at the bottom of a mountain named Mount Seymoor with a view over
the fiord was superb. Each day for a month I rode in to town with my host, and
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whilst he worked at his office, I trudged the streets searching for employment. I
sought anything, from car washer to "Commercial Consultant".
At the end of a month with nothing secured, my host left for the interior for
the summer, leaving me the flat. It was in the resultant solitude, with no Digger
to play with, and only the shopkeeper for spasmodic conversation, that I began to
write. Sometimes I see this act as one of defiance, to show myself that I was not
overcome by my precarious financial position, and more importantly, that my
loneliness was within control. What was meant to be a short story became a novel.
A novel that took four years to write, a novel written in four countries.
Within two months, and a number of adventures, I at last achieved a job, a
social worker with the "Catholic Family and Children's Service". I couldn't have
asked for better. My colleagues were fine people, the responsibilities were important
and my experiences were meaningful. My case load consisted of sixty children and
thirty foster parents, and I worked with them for almost a year and then with most
of my debts paid off and with a few hundred dollars remaining I left for England.
To leave new friends was hard. Indeed the farewells were harder than from
Australia.
I desperately wanted to finish the novel but before starting I needed a place that
could accommodate my light purse. So I took the train from Waterloo and set off
for Spain complete with all my possessions, suitcases, skis and books. Within two
weeks I had returned to England, via Southampton, morose and further suffering
from bad ship's cooking. My money had been stolen whilst bathing in the ocean
at Vigo. I had to borrow money from the Australian Consulate in Madrid.
So again broke and unemployed I started to write, travelling through a number
of abodes before settling in what could loosely be called a Commune. The house
itself was one of twenty-five belonging to the. Student Community Organisation.
This organisation had managed to convince the Camden Council to hand over
some of the empty condemned houses that were awaiting demolition as part of the
vast redevelopment projects. Although meant for students only the organisation
soon became open house, so that ours contained only three students, with an army
deserter, an unmarried couple (with a subsequent child), myself and numerous
dosseers who from time to time lived in the kitchen, making up the remainder.
Of the two women, the student has since gone on to fame and fortune by
becoming a pornography expert on Lord Longford's dubious committee. She was
not really of the modern generation, she still had inhibitions. Namely, in the twelve
months of our tenancy she was never once seen to take a bath. The bath, you see,
was very much in public view, consisting of half the kitchen. This was despite
assurances by we males of our indifference to middle class repressions.
The other was the identical sister of a nun and this latter good servant of God
used to visit frequently with food from the nunnery. The two were entirely opposites,
the one in the drab and stiff uniform of the Almighty, the other in the braless
uniform of rejection. They both wore glasses and they both peered over their edges.
This communer confiscated most of the shelves in the cupboard and demanded
priority in the kitchen. She refused to indulge in meaningless conversations and
her scorn of yours was whip-like. "Good morning, how are you?" would be
answered by the hardening of her eyes and the setting of her mouth (nun-like)
to an overwhelming measure of disdain. She was vegetarian and disapproved of
us on the "fatties". But her most outstanding feature was her indifference to nudity.
If one of us happened to be languishing in the bath at feeding time, she was
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contemptuous of our modesty and have us cutting up her carrots while she gave
a fluent lecture on moral pollution.
She herself appeared nude at the most odd times and for the most varied reasons.
As she was eight months pregnant we were all forced to follow the growth of the
child. But without doubt she was at her most outrageous when opening the front
door, which she would do in the nude, if she happened to be passing it when it
sounded.
Her most famous incursion was on the morning we had the vicar in for tea.
He was present on the eccentric invitation of one of the other students. Our
heroine, as the vicar was raising his mug and with his eyes wandering over the
neglect of the tiny "common room", stormed through. She was dressed in tatty
knickers only and to her breasts in a death-like struggle was clutched the infant.
The mug stalled at the vicar's lips and any attempts to keep up the conversation
were obliterated for she not only refused to disappear, she glared down at us
with all her formidable power, from the kitchen stove. We had allowed her pot of
rice to burn. She retreated, with no word spoken and contempt in every movement.
Needless to say the vicar did not have a second mug of tea.
The others were not quite so bizarre but nevertheless they were certainly unconventional. The interests of one are worth mentioning, they included constructing
holes in walls, namely his own, where by the most superb endeavours and ingenuity
worthy of Britain's greatest engineers, he burrowed through his cupboard to the
vacant house next door. He was so pleased with the success that he planned to
burrow right up the street, the pub was on the corner. Fortunately other interests
received priority, such as collecting pothole covers (which he regarded as art, and
through the sale of the same to Knightsbridge ladies, we would all grow rich) and
protecting his wine cellar. The wine cellar was a large tin box, heavily padlocked,
and which he transported about at the dead of night from one dingy spot to another
to protect it from the police and from ourselves who were inclined to lack respect
for the padlock.
It was in this company, and in this cold, sparse, untidy house that I finished my
book. Apart from the occasional job I wrote every day. My habit was to rise
early whilst the house was quiet, make coffee and escape to my room, where hopefully I would pound the typewriter till mid afternoon. That is, if I wasn't interrupted (which was almost daily) and if the goods were coming. In the afternoons
I would walk in Regents Park or, despite the cold, play tennis with one of the
students. Evenings were spent in the local pub, "The Queens Arms", where for
two half-pints of bitter, a sixpenny cigar, and two sixpences for the billiard
machine I could spend the night. The locals in the pub were soon friendly as the
army deserter was a fine folk singer, so much so that at least twice a week the entire
public bar would repair to our common room at closing time. Even the publican
came though he had the goodness to bring the leftover sandwiches. They would sing
for hours, and the lyrics became steadily vulgar. So, many a night I slunk away,
thinking of the coming morning and took to slumber with the sounds of a filthy
song being bellowed with unbelievable energy into the winter's night.
I lived between these two societies, the working class and the middle class, with
their various permutations, and although my relationships were often consuming
I was apart from it all. For all the time I was obsessed with the perilous hours spent
perched over the typewriter.
It was this obsession that made life possible. Only after I had completed the novel
did I see how stark, uncomfortable and barren the surroundings and relationships
had been. To have been too objective would have meant defeat. Thus I can
remember now, brutally cold days, the dirt of the kitchen (it was disappointing
to see how people would keep their own rooms clean but be indifferent to what
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was common), stealing empty beer bottles from next door to buy a loaf of bread
and, most despairingly, the days in which I failed to write and spent the afternoon
in remorse. Those were the most bleak.
This is a long way to tell you how I feel about my expatriatism and much may
seem irrelevant. But it is not. It is through these unexpected circumstances (but I
remember reading George Orwell's "Down and Out in Paris and London" and
throwing it away before completion because of a premonition) that I have learnt
much. About myself and about my art.
I shall try and be clearer. I live in England for the sake of my literary apprenticeship, and for the expanding experiences of life in a varied society. Pursewarden, the
writer in Lawrence Durrel's "Alexander Quartet", phrases the words "artists, like
sick cats, know by instinct exactly which herb they need to effect a cure: and that
the bitter-sweet herb of their self-discovery only grew in one place, France". True,
but when Durrel was writing this France was a cheap place for an artist. Not so
any more, I'm afraid. London is the place for herbs. For me, self discovery lay not
in Australia, nor America, nor Canada, but in England.
In Perth I was caught in that dreadful habit of role playing. I took the role of
the person that other people believed me to be, and escape was beyond my efforts.
There does exist, too, a misunderstanding of the artist in Australia; that was
another worry. There exist suspicions that only alienate them. The Australian artist
is a furtive creature, those new to their art in particular.
In France it is said that the artist is treasured. Such feelings belong in their past
and if it exists now, it does so in England where there is a large industry about the
arts. Yet one can't help being suspicious of the Anglo attitudes, there is an unpleasant admiration for the successful artist, the ones who "made it".
I was fed up too with the National Bull in Australia, all that dreary selfconsciousness which filled our newspapers.
Above all London offers the most delicious freedom. It had allowed me to
develop freely and along my own lines, it is a great release to escape the crushing
pressure of conformity in Perth. If there is an artist in me, it's not threatened here.
America and Canada are great contrasts, and I'm glad I spent time there before
coming to England, for I'm sure I appreciate life here for the better. In D. H.
Lawrence's words, "the English people are so nice"; some of his truer words.
There is not enough space to write expansively of the effect of my forays into
America, enough to say that it catalysed unbelievably.
Then of course there is the attraction of the change of season here. Vancouver
offered the same, but I was too involved in my work to be appreciative. It seems
that the changes are my own property to wonder at and pass through. The contrast
to Australia obsesses me. Middle class ladies on the television in remarking "I like
winter because you can see the shape of the trees" utter a shared pleasure.
Art is hard work. I've only begun to realize how much so. Each sentence is a
painstaking effort, demanding absolute involvement, and in the words of a past
teacher of mine, the art is learned only through writing, and writing, and .....
writing. It often strikes me that there is no such thing as art, there is only hard
work. But I'm helped by the appreciative climate of literature here. The critics are
informative, the radio programmes on and about the subject are grand fare for the
hungry, and, on a different medium, the television plays are brilliant. It all makes
up to stimulation. Though, on the matter of stimulation, I haven't found much
from the presence of artists perhaps because I haven't met any real artists. But
what are they?
A word of warning on the matter of artists. Don't believe that the tourists guide
books about pubs in which "artists actually drink". It's all set up. I know a poet,
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an urban nomad, who was paid fifteen pounds a week to stand about a pub in
Hampstead, to look at his most poetical. But the Americans love it.
Mark Twain referred to Americans abroad as innocents. This description has
passed on with the developments in America, they have lost their innocence. If
any peoples could claim that description it is we Australians. For me, it was very
much the experiences of the country boy coming to the big smoke, although big
buildings, dense traffic and dingy tube trains mattered little. It was the people. Such
diversity of races, such diversity of classes. It was perplexing to be confronted with
situations, with abnormalities which one had only read about. It amounted to
stimulation.
I have been out of Australia for nearly three years, and it has taken all this
time to realize what this parentage means. I feel my country as I never could have
before.
Nevertheless there is a certain duplicity, my father was born a Scot and so were
our forefathers, so we go way back as being a part of this island. This must explain
some of the reasons why I feel so much at ease here (apart from our biased
education and persistent unrealistic social dependency) with the land and the
people. There were so many occasions, working in the Australian bush at university
vacations, when the truth of the expression "mad dogs and Englishmen go out in
the noonday sun", made me feel an alien in Australia. As if one generation in
Australia was not enough to make one a native.
The future. My novel to date has been refused by two publishing houses and
two agents. If they do bother to comment, they say something in common. My
book is "old fashioned", or "it's been done before", "it's too long"; how much is
kindness I'm not sure. Their rejections have caused my life to fall apart, though I
do admit to long solitary walks filled with self pity. I've realized that publication
is not the prime import of writing it is merely an agreeable result (if that) and that
the real issue is the writing itself. The act. So I anxiously await the time that my
bank balance allows me to flee my present van driving job, to the country, there to
take to the typewriter.
Will I return to Australia? Throughout my travels I have been struck by the
number of people who say "Australians always seem to go back". We do because
we have got it good. Perhaps that's what makes us so smug. It would have taken
a great deal to say Yes before, but now it comes easily and with certainty. I long
to return. There are times when the reserve of the men, their politeness, their
femininity, the softness of the country and the inconveniences of a large city, fill me
with a passion for the bush and the company of innocent, straight-forward people.
But not now, that would be too paralysing. When my apprenticeship is over.
More than anything I dread the return to the Nedlands Park Hotel where those
creatures of the past will pound me on the back and say, "Gidday you old bastard,
what's this business about a book?" with the accompanying knowing look, and
suggestion that somehow I was on to a good thing.
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T.A.G.HUNGERFORD

Macau

Ask ten Australian writers-ask ten writers from anywhere-what they most deaire
in life, and nine of them will say: To get away from it all and write.
In some more enlightened lands writers can actually live by writing, as bookkeepers live by book-keeping-but not in Australia ... unless, of course, one is
lucky enough to score one of the rather self-conscious grants dropped reluctantly
now and then from Olympus.
Generally one acknowledges a prior claim to the. public's attention by League
footballers, swimmers, jockeys, marching girls and go-karters, and writes in one's
spare time-nights, weekends and holidays.
By a fortunate chance I became addicted to a reasonable standard of living
quite early on, so that when it seemed apparent that-despite three best-selling
novels in quick time-only the tax-man would benefit from my enthusiasm, and
that for myslf the best I could expect from a writing career would be a secondhand Baby Austin, mock-Jacobean furniture and the patronage of suburban
hostesses not quite up to League footballers but not quite down to go-karters, I
enslaved myself to Mammon.
A most laudable move. Whatever it might have deprived Aust. Lit. of, it brought
about for me the happy situation that, when in 1967 I absented myself from the
felicity of employment by the Federal Government as its Press Officer in Perth,
I had enough in kitty to afford me the prospect of independence--earefully eked
out-for a year or so: to take off and spend some time away from Monaro-mutter
and transistor-trauma, and write ... or look at my navel, or talk to dogs, or to
study birds and other feathered friends.
This I did in Macau and Hong Kong between November 1969 and August
1970, and it was a memorable experience.
I had never spent sufficient time in Hong Kong, and had moreover conceived
the notion that if I were able to maintain myself there for long enough to write
a book about it, I might be able to recoup enough of my outlay to set in motion
a sort of literary chain-reaction in which Book A on Hong Kong would pay for
Book B somewhere. else, and so on.
You've no doubt heard about the best laid plans of mice and men.
I should stop right here-except that if I were to, you would be denied a rundown on what was to me a fascinating experience-of keeping myself afloat, in
more ways than merely financially ... for seven months, by myself, on a limited
budget, at the top of a ruinous old building on the Avenue of the Republic at the
southern tip of the Macau Peninsula: overlooking in one direction the lovely little
Portuguese Islands of Taipa and Coloane, and in the other, the frowning shore
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(only a few hundred yards away) of whatever Mau Tze-tung had made of the
le.gendary Flowery Kingdom.
I had intended staying in Hong Kong about nine months. Having tooled around
the New Territories for two of them, I discovered in Swindon's bookstore one day
that if all the books about Hong Kong, illustrated and otherwise, were· laid end
to end ... and consequently decided to transfer my person and my project to
Macau, the little Portuguese entrepot about 40 miles away across the estuary of
the Pearl River.
Not quite as simple as it sounds, of course: nothing ever is. I had arranged in
Perth for my meagre funds to be lodged at the enormous Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation in Kowloon where-despite the passage of time, and
passionate protestations of the greatest vigilance on my behalf by the staff of the
bank-they resolutely continued not to show up.
When I was down to $12 Hong Kong, on my last day before leaving for
Macau, it was discovered that they had been paid into a cheque account at the
bank-admittedly at the other end of the building from where I had been making
my enquiries-only a few days after my arrival there.
Oh-that lovely money!
Since we are now at the point where I was about to begin work, it might be
apposite if I were to become a little more specific as to how I went about it: at
the outset, however, let me warn that there was so much that was unspecific about
that magical seven months that I can promise only random references to actual
procedures.
First and foremost, I hope I will be instructing no grandmother in the art of
sucking eggs if I suggest that the only way to get anything done is to do it yourself.
Friends had encouraged me and advised me mainly along the lines which they
realised I would be comforted to hear: of course, accommodation in Macau was
a breeze! Of course, it was cheap! Of course, Government officials would trip over
themselves in their eagerness to help me! Of course ...
After being played skilfully by a Government official, a Tourist Bureau hack,
a most mellifluous Catholic priest posing as Mr Fixit; an Australian official of the.
United Nations, the proprietress of a gift store and a Prominent Businessman (in
this case an Italian, of all things), I finally found my own accommodation and
moved into it after dark on a cold and rainy evening of more-or-Iess utter hopelessness.
One's ingrained conception of Macau as a tropical sinkhole received a severe
buffet in January, February and March. Day after day after day of rain, mist and
cold-in the entire month of February we received just ten hours of sunshine, and
I rarely doffed the flannel pyjamas which, for some reason or other, I providentially
had packed.
My accommodation was bare of furniture, so that I had to find a second-hand
Chinese furniture shop, haggle the proprietor out of a bed, a mattress (new, the
mattress: Chinese second-hand mattresses are really a thing to behold); a table,
a chair, a wardrobe and a food safe-markets are· every day in Macau, so that a
refrigerator was not necessary, apart from the fact that the cost of one would
have gobbled up a couple of months of living, Macau style.
In the pouring rain, not quite knowing where I was, I found a hardware shop
still open after sundown, and bought two of everything cutlery and crockery-wise,
a pot, a kettle, and one or two other gadgets. I got a little two-burner gas stove
and enough gas in a bottle for the equivalent of about seven dollars in Australia,
and was in business to begin living.
Food I obtained in a curious little store, the size of a second-grade executive's
office table in a big mining firm in Western Australia, right alongside what I was
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later to become most familiar with as the wonderful world of the 8t Dominic
Market, no-holts-barred.
In this little shop I got a bottle of milk. (from Hong Kong, every drop of it
in the province: who took the cow out of Macau?); a half-a-pound of butter
(Danish), half-a-dozen of what I thought were hens' eggs, and a crisp little loaf
of what I thought was bread. As it turned out the eggs were ducks' eggs and the
bread was dreadful, brilliant-yellow Chinese cake tasting like powdered cuttlefish
and saccharine.
So I had a cup of tea for my tea.
Later on, of course, I procured all sorts of refinements-mats for the floor,
Chinese. prints and ornaments, sheets and curtains of cheap cotton cloth bought
by the dozens of yards and torn into the required lengths and widths, the curtains
being tacked straight onto the walls. Before you could say knife, really, I was snug
as any bug in my Macau rug.
My premises were, if not unique, then most unusual. They were the entire top
floor of a decaying flat-topped three-storey mansion of which at least one-third
was absorbed by a monstrous circular stairwell around the outside of which the
various rooms seemed to have been tacked like so many swallows' nests.
My own domain, at the top of the well, consisted of two huge rooms divided
by a bathroom-lavatory and entered from a tiny lobby.
One of the rooms, overlooking the rear of the premises and the domain of the
perennially drunken major-domo and his 23 cats (I mean, his twenty-three cats,
at the most accurate count I was able to achieve) was virtually useless because
faulty Portuguese construction permitted the rain to seep through from the flat
roof, to run down the walls and to collect between the floorboards and the concrete
ceiling of the room below: so that wherever one walked, little fountains of water
spurted up behind, with rather a pretty effect. The walls were covered with the
most beautiful patches of mold in every conceivable shade of green and the
damp had so buckled the floorboards that here and there. were little islands of
dry space on which I was able to stack my suitcases and the sort of bric-a-brac
one inevitably accumulates after even a few days in anyone place.
This room had as well a tiny balcony from which I used to "hang" my washingChinese-fashion, on long bamboo poles extended straight out over the courtyard,
threaded through the arms and legs of shirts and trousers. From this signal coign
also, I used to bomb the drunken major-domo's cats with plastic bags of my bathwater: being a cat-Iove,r I would have used fresh water except that there was something wrong with the pipes, and in order to get enough water for even a middling
splash, I was obliged to turn the. water on at seven for a bath at eleven ... in fact,
the tap was seldom ever turned off, because when my bathwater had been accumulated, I had to get enough for drinking, for the kitchen, for laundry and for flushing
the toilet which-de rigueur in Macau-did not function.
I might add that I bombed the cats only when driven to distraction by their
love-making, day and night, and that after a while I became so adept that I could
place a bomb within a few inches of a eat's head from three. floors up.
The other room, fortunately, was perfect. One small leak in the ceiling, beautiful
golden teak floorboards six inches wide, windows down one side overlooking the
sea, a little balcony at tree-top height (they were Cape Lilacs, as in my garden
at home, although in Macau called Persian Lilacs) which looked out toward
China. I think that it was one of the. most beautiful rooms I've ever lived in, and
in it I set up bed, table, chair and wardrobe ... and lived.
It had its bug i' the amber, of course, who turned out to be the drunken Chinese
major-domo ... "my Chinese servant", the proprietress called him, although I
suspected a nearer and dearer function. He was a red-hot afficionado of Chinese
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opera, so that at the time of his evening meal he would set himself up in the yard
directly below the rear window of my habitable room, with his bowls of rice and
tid-bits on an upturned box, his chubby Chow dog and droves of cats in strict
hierarchic order around him, tune his transistor into some Hong Kong-based programme, of Chinese opera and literally splinter the welkin. To anybody who has
no experience of the medium, this will mean little, but to any Westerner whose
ears have been assaulted by it for more than ten seconds at a time, the mere
mention of it will reveal the depth of my suffering.
My bathroom-lavatory was a long, narrow room with a door halfway along
its length, so that I was able to partition it off and use one end for cooking: whichever way you look at it, I subjected one part or the other to rather unusual domestic
routines, either cooking in the lavatory or ... well, it would have given any good
Perth health inspector the collywobbles, but somehow never seemed to worry me
at all, either physically or psychically.
In this haven, my expenses were, basically, $HK150 a month for rent, about
$HK35 a month for power and light, and about $HK8 a day for food-roughly
six dollars Hong Kong to the dollar Australian; so that without frills of any
kind, one could expect to get by on the equivalent of about $70 Australian a month
... I might add that the Hong Kong dollar was freely interchangeable with the
Macau petaka of exactly the same value, and even more widely used: to accommodate Hong Kong gamblers of course.
The frills-for me, or perhaps for anyone in the same boat-were books and
papers, fruit over and above what might fairly be included in the daily budget of
fish, chicken, rice and fresh vegetables; the occasional evening meal at a restaurant,
either Chinese or Portuguese and in any case superb food, for perhaps SHK15if Portuguese, that would include a bottle of very good wine, white, red or rose.
I used to go to Hong Kong about twice in three weeks, sometimes a little more
... $HK14 each way except on Saturdays when, knowing there would be a rush
from Hong Kong to the gambling tables at Macau, the entrepreneurs put it up
to $HK20.
Having described how one got set up, where, and at what cost, what else is
there to describe? Writing is observation and the report of what has been observed
-so it was a matter of looking around me and putting it all down on paper.
My life settled into a-now, it seems-curious routine of sleeping, cooking,
eating, wandering around Macau, looking and listening, photographing and writing
-\vith the occasional high-time in Hong Kong to get it out of my system.
I had some hilarious-now, it seems-sessions with a succession of Portuguese
officials, trying to find out something, anything, that I could not see for myself:
but the Portuguese official is as warm toward the statistic as the average Western
Australian is toward the. dugite, and I never got very far. Whenever I did find
out anything from Department "A", it was usually contradicted by Department
"B"; nothing happened where or when it was supposed to happen; promises of
transport, introduction, help of almost any sort were eagerly made. but then
forgotten, or smilingly denied.
I will not soon get over a session of a couple of hours I had, via an interpreter,
with the voluminous, voluble lady Minister for Education. Among other anomalies,
she flatly denied the existence of the Communist schools which I passed daily in
my rambles around the city; the Portuguese had a most peculiar attitude. toward
the Communists, in that, having convinced themselves that no such animal existed,
they really believed that they could similarly convince outsiders. They had good
reason, of course, for this constitutional blindness-this sovereign province of the
ancient and proud Portuguese Empire was actually ruled by the Chinese mainland
Communists, through a sort of plenipotentiary responsible only to Peking, who
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laid the law down every Sunday morning to the Governor in his exquisite weddingcake little palace on the hillside overlooking the Baia da Praia Grande-the Bay
of the Great Beach: and the Portuguese resented it bitterly.
The Communists, of course, were extremely circumspect about it all. One seldom
encountered overt evidence. of their ascendancy, but it was always there, rather
like the vanished Cheshire cat's grin-and every bit as derisive.
However, just as I will never forget my meeting with the lady Minister for
Education, neither will I forget the pleasure of my association with the Army in
Macau, which was carried on in an atmosphere of mutual respect and the kind of
tact and courtesy one had always seemed to expect of the Iberians. It wasn't all bad.
Macau is a transcendently beautiful place-perhaps one of the most beautiful
I have ever lived in, which includes even Japan. It is rich with history and the
humus of history, coloured like an opal, and scented like a drain-but a drain
outside a perfume factory.
The people, like the buildings, are pure Chinese, pure Portuguese, and a
wonderful conglomeration of every mutation which might be produced from
almost five hundred years of reaction between those two dominants themselves and
between them and recurring waves of merchants, missionaries and mercenaries
from Britain and Holland, America and France.
The melange resulting from this merry mixture of genes is generally labelled
Macinese. Crammed standing-room-only into their tiny province, working ten to
twelve hours daily, six days a week, frowned on by Communist China on the one
hand, and, on the other, gouged mercilessly by what must be. the most venial,
ramshackle colonial administration still extant, they are nevertheless generally as
friendly, as rapacious and as hard-working as any Catholic-Communist community
you'd find anywhere.
I made no Portuguese friends at all-as a Kanaka would say: "'1m 'e no onetalk 'long me-fella." They just didn't speak my language, nor I theirs. The Chinese,
on the other hand, I found wonderful people, and I made friends among the
farming peasants, the beggars, the little. shopkeepers, the stall holders in the
market, the young schoolteachers, and even the dogs. I had meals in their homes,
and they had meals in my home, and some of the. happiest days I spent were with
groups of them walking on the two little islands-Taipa and Coloane-still left
to the Portuguese among the many they had once controlled.
Winter, Spring, and Summer passed while I was there, and Autumn was just
coming in when I left. I spent the last few weeks-book finished, passage home
arranged, decks cleared for leaving-walking almost daily on the islands ... piney
hilltops, lush valleys of rice ripening in a compost of straw and mud and skullsplitting night-soil; tiny thatched hovels and old, crumbling pink and yellow
Portuguese country houses, green-roofed temples and quiet junk havens. Swimming,
walking and climbing-eating in the fly-specked village cafes or watching slender
brown snakes swimming in the clear water of hilltop streams, I got to know it
all by morning, night and midday ... and if I close my eyes now, I can still
smell it, see it, touch it, taste it.
Heaven only knows what will happen to this little paradise.
The Portuguese. there, like the British in Hong Kong, are living on borrowed
time and borrowed real estate. One cannot conceive that, at the moment when
the very pragmatical People's Republic of China finds itself able to exist without
the window-on-the-world and the croupier's-chute which each provides, Macau
and Hong Kong will not return forthwith to the bosom of Mother China-if,
indeed, they have. ever really left it.
It is rather sad to think that Macau must be added to the disturbingly long list
of places of which one is beginning to think: Well, I'm glad I saw it like it was when
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· .. and I'd suggest that anybody who wants to do what I did should do it without
delay. Even if the Chinese don't take over the lovely little place, the tourists will
~ .. have already begun to do so with the usual traumatic results.
I left it too late-I'm too old and too lazy to take full advantage of the time
I spent there.
But for a younger, more vigorous writer, it would stock him up with saleable
material for twenty years ... although, of course, the same might be said of
Claremont, Nollamara or East Doodlakine.
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THAILAND
Page 1:

Page
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[1] Buddha in Phra Sam Yod-Lopburi. Many of the ruined monuments
of Lopburi date from as early as the 10th Century, when the Khmers
extended their power southward into what is now Thailand.
[2] Viharn Phra Mongkol Bopitar contains one of the largest Buddha
in Thailand. Ayudhya was capital from 1350 till 1767 when it was
sacked by the Burmese.
[3] Monsoon clouds over the ancient Royal Palace, Ayudhya. The white
'stupas' were the burial tombs of the Thai monarchs.

2: [1] Ruins of Wat Sapphan Hin, Sukhothai.
[2] Wat Mahathart, main temple in Sukhothai, the first ancient capital
city of the Thais. Founded 1257 it was the capital of early Thai civilisation for 120 years.
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ROSS HAIG

The Foreign Experience
(A Ten Year Odyssey)

Vultures, on a hot Indian plain,
Spurn the air for the earth-bound dead.
Ponderous, black, insidiously they squat,
Waiting to endure their inexorable task
Like scavengers of some mist-green
Age, long before memory dawned.
My traveller's path is blocked,
Transfixed I watch.
from Death In India (Punjab)
The writer leaves, aged by two hundred years of his country's emptiness. Nada,
sunyata, nihil, nien. He seeks the riches of fulfilment afar. Pursuing the ancient
caravan routes of the East, he thinks he spies the ghost of Ghengis Khan. Almost
certainly he captures the Taj by moonlight. Images, bizarre and exotic, stir him:
The dawn of creation as the first sun draws blood on the. white heights of Kangchenjunga, and the grey dawn mists lift from the vale of Sikkim; five hundred
million people living for little, asking for less; a lone boy tugging a kite over the
Indian plains to the throb of a temple drum; the clear sharp chant of Tibetan lamas
in the monastic foothills. An Arab forestry worker waylays him by the banks of
the Indus, table laid for tea in the furnace of summer, hoping for a chat about the
world he never knew. Who else does the writer meet? The Dalai Lama, ailing
hippies on the Benares ghats, tea planters in Assam yearning for Scotland, sadhus
in Nepal, teeth stained by betel juice. What does he learn? The phantom of the
self, the perils of casting opposites, the essence of the moment that never existed.
He warms to Tilopa: 4;'Do not imagine, do not think, do not analyse, do not
meditate, do not reflect, keep the mind in its natural state." His conditioning overpowers him. Once, in a Kashmir forest where unseen workers wield their hollow
strokes, and Baba Rishi is just in sight, he asks: uWho am I?" The axes answer back.
The writer moves on.

*

*

*

In stone shelters, gazing out to sea,
Sit many nameless old people,
In silence, and seeming meditation,
With the studied expression
0/ philosophers ...
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Behind those rheumy eyes, where spirit
Ebbs and {lows, a thousand dreams:
Lost furtive nights, shared grief,
Intolerable exile of the soul.
from View From Brighton Pier (London)
Countless impressions are recorded on the cortex. How many are retained? The
writer thinks fondly of himself-modestly mind you-of being distinct from his
fellows in the manner in which he perceives the passing scene, and the creativity he
applies to make it unique. If those techniques escaped him in his native land, he
rationalised he "was not ready" for the task, that the overpowering weight of
suburbia oppressed him. He seeks the prod of foreign lands, taking delicate care
to overlook the suburbia that continues to confront him in the vague pursuit of the
magical. He courses the Old World. Not content solely with museums, he, looks for
the elusive core, at times finding it in the transitory. Speeding on the Paris-Calais
rail, motion confuses him and he finds a shifting farmer rise up from the. darkening
slope, curl over, and disappear again into the forgotten land. He sees the sullen
tongue of fire licking out from grey Stromboli. In London's East End, tight young
faces present themselves from among the bombed out ruins, extracting pleasure
from nothing. Later, in his bed-sitter, the writer contemplates the towering mass
of tenements (his only view) and a vision comes poignantly to him: Lines and
patterns of soil, roads dusty and brown with dark potholes and rabbit burrows,
and clumps of yellow grass, and over all the smell of earth and trees, and the
brush of wind. He stirs in the memory. He forges on. Cliches occasionally amuse
him. "I could have laughed till I died, said Mable, and died laughing." He visits
a Paddington steam bath and observes (surreptitiously) a thin man of about fifty
prancing vigorously up and down, massaging another. Watch out for the ladies, he
is warned. He turns to white collar work and records: no men yes-men/ fat men
thin men/ all grey men/ marching uniformly to/ their desks/ when/ they could be
free men / laughing at the / sun and rain / then
The writer moves on.

*

*

*

Yet despite the clean, strong
Lines of Kibo and Mawanzi,
The lulling rhythm of peace,
Something ominous disturbs
The eye and the mind,
Straining upwards into the sky.
It is the geographical anomalyTwo solitary giants rupturing
The vast African pla.insOr is it the unheard, unseen
Hint of power,
The eruptive threat of fire and
Rock and white-hot ash of an earth
Gone wrong,
Beyond the control of man?
from Kilimanjaro (Nairobi)
The heart of darkness was not solely Conrad's prerogative. And from the peripheral,
Africa's beckoning centre is a compelling lure. The writer dallies in the Tangiers
casbah ("You want woman", asks Ahmed. "You want kif?"). The northern desert
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sands cannot contain him. He climbs Cheops to contemplate why the world should
fear time, while time fears the pyramids. He dances the conga at the Sahara City
Tent Nightclub. Soon the Nile holds him in all its reaches. No-one shoots at savages
from his river-boat, but still they stare balefully back. When the papyrus gives way
to the veld, African pimps pester him in his quest for the emergent light of national
freedom. Looking for the jungle, he finds high-rise office blocks. Riding south on
third-class rail, he hears rich laughter as the plumed row of busy hands gather in
the yellowing corn, sees the flash of water and the lash of wetted cloth on the
washerwomen's banks. A Khosa song comes to him during a night stop at De Aar,
and he writes:
From the rivers of a thousand miles,
From the blood-warm plains
Of a thousand scars,
Swells the chorus of so
Many nameless faces,
Black, blank,
Net nie blankes.
Embarrassment registers before conscience. Unpardonably the writer sits in the
wrong seat, gives it up to a black ghost. Standing at the Cape cliffs where the two
oceans boil, he arrests the lazy leap at its source, then looks east. Flat, flat all
the way.
The writer moves on.

*

*

*

High above the harbour once I sat,
Watching the carved immobility of the mother,
Child,
Spawn of some passing sailor's whim.
No air disturbed the palms, no sounds
Save the distant village cries,
For it was a time of waiting, with the
Fishermen still at sea, an interval
When you could seize an instant and say:
This now is mine.
from Dave's Child (Seychelles)
What continents lack, islands sometimes have. The writer turns beachcomber,
sifting sands for ideas. Brown as a native, he descends along silent reefs, eats bat,
dries fish in the sun. He learns how to forget time, but not the mode of its measure.
Cut off from the world, he, queues like a beggar for his mail. Anxiously he accommodates travellers from distant India, and one night hears choirs singing in the
coral sands, finds paradise and turquoise stars in his garden, and the moon with
smoke blowing through it. His friends leave in a recessional drift. That night, the
writer's mystical adventures are blasted by rats and cockroaches of the mind.
Several coconuts later, the writer leaves.

*

*

*

He who was pursued by the shackles of a
Guiltless, iron-heavy past, sought with
Last breath, in the clear blue light
Of an Eastern dawn, escape into the open,
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Pristine world of innocence,
Where unknowing birds, serene, drifted
And the sharp needle points of the rice-fields
Blew faintly across with the breeze.
Ablaze with the fury, the optimism of fire,
Fell he into that womb-wet clearing,
Sighed, sank, then with one eye to the
Future, an ear to the thicket of jungle
Behind, plunged laughing, thigh-wet into
The'mire,·
When in the same instant, the dogs barked
(Had he forgotten their sound?)
Dancing, feet prancing, at the shore.
Is there no end to pain, cried the man
As his eyes swept up and beyond, and the
Pointers of doom levelled swiftly and
Spat out their several fire.
Oh, the volley spoke to the hunters' grin,·
The skies echoed to a thousand beating
Wings; the eddies of foam turned red in
The sunlight, and the swamp and the
Tattered man arched richly together to face,
In ultimate stillness, those noiseless,
Dispirited ghosts on high ground.
Eastern Dawn (Hong Kong)
The writer dredges his subconscious, that elusive well of memory. Hoping to avoid
chaos and confusion, aware of the pressure of years, he peers at dank headstones
in Malacca, penetrates serpentine tropical rivers, paddles in the wet green warmth
of Cambodia where shy dark beautiful people appear like soft shadows from
hidden jungle paths and the bodhisattva concept abounds. Junk sails in the sunset
stir his romantic spirit; the callous office, desk shatters it next day. Jockeying with
four million Chinese, he learns finally what inscrutability means. Presupposing that
creativity rests on order, he finds order crumbling. Was the balm of travel in fact
a septic sore? The spectre of the. past overtakes him in words: Too small, too tired.
A midnight telephone call brings catastrophe stalking with sombre tread.
The writer leaves.

*

*

*

The writer returns to the hot flat land. Scanning faces from the gangplank, he finds
them-older, greyer, smaller. He begins the slow task of conversation. Pacing a
familiar nocturnal street, the thrill of memory quashes the desire to escape and the
beer tastes as cold as ever and Saturday afternoon has not changed. Reconnecting
blood ties, he sees furtive faces at the curtain, dubious at the intrusive knock. How
long have you been gone? he is asked. God, ten years! Don't you like it here? The
years-they go click-just like. that. When I was working, time went slowly. But
now I've retired ...
The writer, who crossed many lives abroad and wrote about them, sees the many
lives at home, veiled in the urban sprawl with their stories as yet untold.
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MURRAY BAIL

Writing in Another Country
London is provincial.
Auden
The English literary scene is like a very smooth billiards table,
with highly polished cues, but without any balls .
George G . Nathan

Recently I have been asking myself how long I intend staying in London, and
putting reasons on paper, I found myself struggling to make out a coherent case.
London tugs at the Australian whether he likes it or not. (Doesn't want to live in
Tokyo, or Santiago. Nor even New York.) But what does London offer a writer
of short stories, a pessimist, bad-tempered, with a wife. who adores hot Australian
weather?
An expatriate does, in fact, experience certain advantages. There is above all the
sensation of distance. He is forced to study the parts of the new society and check
his reactions to it; at the same time he cannot avoid looking over his shoulder at his
own country. An abrasive comparison is set up. If he is a writer, extra energies and
ambitions are released. He thinks to himself: I have the following clear-cut
thoughts. Sometimes, landscapes with people's positions fitting exactly are revealed.
It is a long clear view
It's prodded many writers into better things; and
no doubt it gave Patrick White ammunition.
But God knows, there are no rules. If the writer is good enough he'll write it
anywhere. Is it necessary to turn himself into an expatriate? The larger question is:
should art be universal, or home-spun?
Not long ago, the, Yiddish writer Isaac Bashevis Singer, took Frederic Prokosch
to task for ignoring the United States in order to write "novels about India, about
China, about France, Italy, Greece". According to Singer, "the masters of literary
prose have seldom left their territorial and cultural frontiers. There is no such
thing as the international novel or international drama. Literature is by its very
nature bound to a people, a region, a language, even a dialect". Singer's argument
certainly applies to most of the world's literature, but I would suggest the exceptions
include the most important writing of the twentieth century: Joyce, Hesse, Kafka as
well as Barthelme, Beckett, Borges, Nabokov, Queneau and Robbe-Grillet. These
writers, some of them expatriates or exiles, chose to address themselves to the world
at large by creating their own private worlds. To achieve this requires a creative
effort of greater purity than the mere recording of a region's speech and habitsan operation better left to anthropologists or historians. The ungeographical world
of Kafka is more significant than Henry Lawson's parochial advertisements for
mateship and bloody gum trees; and Kafka is the greater artist.
In Lawson's day, Melville thought it a,ppropriate to spend a third of Moby Dick
describing the technical aspects of the whaling industry. He, wouldn't today, not in
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the McLuhan age. We sit in Wangaratta and witness events as they happen in
Mexico. There seems to be less need for literature to describe social habits of distant
cultures: more reason for the writer to use a private world as model, unknown, all
in the imagination, where it has not been tracked by a television camera.
In theory, a stateless writer would seem to be in the best position to create such
a world. I have found, however, in England as well as India, how difficult it is to
avoid writing stories with an Australian theme. They nag till I write them down,
including "Still life with lemons" in this issue. No doubt Isaac Bashevis Singer
would be pleased, but the stories I am thinking of seem too conventional, comfortable, parochial in interest. I can see each will have to be written to make room for
the other writing. Strange how that has happened, living away.
So far as London is concerned it can be described as an older, larger version of
Melbourne. It contains roughly the same proportions of beer, meat pies, dwarfs,
cranks, people who read, women who wear pearls, families who spend 12 years'
of their lives before the TV screen-only the numbers are different. One imagines
it would be easier for a writer to survive in such a larger population. In fact, there
are far more· writers here than in Australia-out of all proportion. And they are
jamming works down the same pipeline. London may be a publishing centre; it is
also crowded. In the literary magazine sector-most important for emerging writers
-England actually has three, which is fewer than Australia. (I mean, as always,
those which publish fiction.) Of these, right-wing Encounter takes one short story
per issue; the celebrated London Magazine has a clear policy of publishing only
traditional narrative prose; and Transatlantic Review, although it does allow experiments, paid recently for a short story of mine, £10. In America and France the
stronger condition of literature can be traced to their magazines. They demand
quality and encourage innovation. Oh, much of the published work here is very
well written, yes, but it lacks energy, has a predictability. Great emphasis is put on
safety, like the city of London itself. They have reached a plateau in many things,
the British, and are resting a while.
Auden said London is provincial. It is, if he means the way British show a calm
scepticism to many things new-fangled, or foreign.
But compared to an Australian city, London has an underlying excellence in
everyday services. Their newspapers, broadcasting and theatre; the big-city array of
concerts, visiting artists and exhibitions. For a while they act as stimulants, or stand
in the background as reminders of minimum standards; more often, as Patrick
White confessed, they become distractions: and since most of the activities are
merely maintaining the comforts of life on the plateau, not adding to it in many new
ways, their effect can finally be stultifying. Better, I would think, for the writer to be
aroused by the strangeness of an entirely foreign place. India did that to me. Surrounded by a culture with a foreign language, the benefits of the expatriate state of
mind are multiplied. The writer, thrown back on himself, is forced to listen to his
own language. Of the achievements in expatriate writing so far, much of the best
has been done in places foreign to the writer. And I don't only mean Scott Fitzgerald and Hemingway. The others; include, if you like, Marx and Trotsky.
Too often then the London ticket bought by an Australian is a reflex action based
on familiar postcards, aunties, and work permit considerations. It is sobering to
note the British writers who have chosen not to live in London: Fowles, Golding,
Hughes, Murdoch, Naipaul, Wilson in villages; Amis, Auden, Burgess, Durrell,
Greene and Isherwood in countries away from England. Who is left in London?
There is the population in dark overcoats to be studied. There is the Australian
crowd, among them a writer or two declaring his beliefs, disciplines, dogmatic
criticisms.
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FRANCES KELLY

On Being an Expatriate In London
Being Australian was something I rarely thought about. I always knew I loved the
country; was even proud of it, never felt that to be Australian was a hurdle to
overcome. Now I'm faced with it daily. I understand the Earls Court (kangaroo
valley) syndrome, drool over unobtainable, once hated, vegemite, and even more
ridiculously pay exorbitant prices for Fosters lager; I am guilty of having given an
Australia Day party on January 26 without knowing exactly what it stood for, and
am terribly aware of my accent every time I catch myself saying 'beaut'.
I never had a "history-envy", I loved our origins. Our 'timeless' land and its
aborigines with their dreamtime and legends were o.k. by me. My great and grandparents had been involved with building Cobb and Co coaches, with bringing early
movies from abroad, and with gold mining in Ballarat. Gold was in my blood I told
myself as weekend after weekend I waded knee deep into streams knee deep into the
bush behind Beechworth, pan at the ready and eye sharp for tell tale rock formations,
deserted over-burden piles, and eventually the tiny yellow flecks in the mud in the
ridge of the dish. Then at the end of the day, sitting in front of a riverside fire under
a starlit night sky, the bush no longer familiar but full of strange black shapes and
busy with its night life, wallabies thumping, owls hooting, with my bloke at my side,
I again rejoiced in being Australian. That was a phase. The move to a Gold Coast
newspaper brought on another: a sun, sand and surf phase; also an awareness that
however beautiful the three Ss are, with them comes the 'she'll be right' mentality.
Who cares about ballet, books or the Bauhaus, on a bonzer day? That phase ended
with the move to Canberra and the inevitable involvement with the political bitchery
of that city, bringing further disillusionment. The Menzies era, admired in my
uninformed youth, had quite gone. The new breed were young, brash, scheming,
ambitious and human: politicians and diplomats also drink heavily and chase young
men and women at parties. So to London. To see places and people only dreamed
about, to escape, and perhaps to equip oneself to do something for Australia. All
very idealistic of course, because being an Australian in London is often like being
the result of a duke's sexual folly, a second class citizen born on the wrong side. of
the Commonwealth blanket. The incongruity of this is illustrated by the first fine
piece of advice I was given by a London-based Australian journalist. He. said: Forget
about your standards luv, forget about nice clean flats with all mod cons, forget about
a good job with good money. Undaunted however, I looked for a good job, but with
300 British journalists out of work employing a colonial in the newspaper industry
was unthinkable. On the fringe of the industry it was the same story. One publisher
told me she would never employ another Australian as long as she lived. The last was
unreliable, neurotic and didn't stay long enough to learn the job properly, therefore.
I was bound to be the same. Eventually I got a job through a friend of a friend after
all my written applications failed. One personnel officer even wrote to say his
company didn't employ non-British subjects
The company I now work for publishes magazines about the arts. I specialised in
the arts on every newspaper I worked for in Australia; I was Arts Editor of The
Canberra Times before coming away. Here I type exhibition lists for £19 a week.
Anything I write has to be under a nom-de-plume on the grounds of 'what would an
Australian know'. (This continues in spite of the fact that one of my pieces written
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as 'George Davis' has been well received and reprinted in New York.) Then there
are the little things like a publisher ringing to check some information given to his
secretary because he felt that since she was Australian she had trouble making herself understood. I said I knew exactly how she felt and he hung up in confusion. So
why stay? London is cold, dirty, overcrowded. The wages are appalling and industry
is strike-ridden with daily inconveniences to the long suffering public. Still it has a
hold. During the first six months all I wanted was to see and learn as much as I
could in order to come home and give something back to Australia, to take part in its
growth. Now I'm thinking I should stay here, face the jibes and rubbish talked about
the country (though people do not believe kangaroos hop down every main street,
the pretence is maintained) and try to counteract it by becoming a responsible,
respected ex-Australian. OJ course that is only an excuse to dally. I want to stay to
see the newest Rambert ballet (glad that the company's stars are Australian) to be
on the spot for the opening of say, Godspell, or Gypsy, or a new Rothko show, to
hear the cast of Hair sing in St Paul's Cathedral, to sit on the top deck of an 88 bus
and sail through Oxford Street, Regent Street, Piccadilly, round Trafalgar Square full
of demonstrators for jagainst Rhodesia-Womens Lib--Gay Lib--miners' wages, on
down Whitehall past the horseguards, checking the time by Big Ben, past the Tate
Gallery with Battersea Power Station nearby solidly smoking away in the face of
power cuts, through Brixton with its bothered coloured population, to Clapham
Common for a plate of awful fish and chips (they're better at the Seven Seas cafe
in Canberra) .
I guess the London dream phase will come sharply to an end before long as the
immigration department realises my visa is expiring. I will be sent home (while
hundreds of Pakistanis are permitted to stay) to pick up the threads of career again,
no longer to be an anonymous worker who battles into the tube at peak hour
clutching to the, Evening Standard as if to life, going home to an attic bedsitter (six
flights and no lift) to muse.
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BIOGRAPHICAL
MURRAY BAIL left Melbourne in 1968. After living for two years in India he
travelled around Europe where he now lives in London. His stories have appeared
in Transatlantic Review, Meanjin and Coast to Coast.
LAURIE CLANCY-Lecturer at La Trobe University. Just returned from two
years in U.S.A. on a Harkness Scholarship.
LAURENCE COLLINSON-Born at Leeds, Yorkshire, in 1925, but went out to
the Antipodes as a babe-in-arms. Educated erratically in Auckland, Melbourne,
Sydney, and Brisbane. Lived mainly in Brisbane from the ages of twelve to twentyfive, during which time such traumatic experiences occurred as the Second World
War, the founding of Meanjin, and my co-editorship (with Barrie Reid) of Barjai,
the 'literary and artistic' youth magazine.. This last was very important to me (as
well as to several others) as it created a climate and an outlet for whatever precocious talents I (we) possessed. Brisbane was an exciting place to live then: the town
was full of Yanks and Diggers and their various kinds of camp-followers, there was
a cosmopolitan atmosphere, and literature and painting seemed to flourish, not only
because of the 'natives' but also because a number of Australian and American
servicemen (who were also writers and artists) passed through or made Brisbane
their base. In 1950 I went to live in Melbourne until my departure for London in
1964. In Melbourne my ambition-since mid-adolescence-to become a full-time
creative writer seemed no nearer fulfilment, so after a succession of dreary and /or
dead-end jobs I took a 'mature-age' teacher training course and ended up as a
teacher of secondary English and Maths for the Victorian Education Department
and, for the three years prior to leaving Australia, in the Department's Publication
Branch. In London, after working at below-subsistence wages as a supply teacher
and as a typist in the newsroom of the BBC (and also, during a period if illness,
living on National Assistance) I eventually obtained a job as a sub-editor with
IPC Magazines Ltd, working in various branches of this company ever sincenearly seven years. My present job is condensing and editing hardback romances
for republication in low-price paper-back format.
Except that I miss some very dear friends and, to a lesser extent, the beaches and
the sunshine, I have no regrets about leaving Australia for London. The freedom to
read whatever books one wants, to see whatever plays and films one wants, to behave
(generally) according to one's nature, provides a contrast with Australian repressiveness that is almost impossible to describe. It is true that I am little further advanced
in my ambition of becoming a 'professional' writer, and that a large proportion of
my work in both poetry and fiction, is more likely to be accepted in Australia than
in England, but at least I know that, although the. competition here is keen, the
opportunities are incomparably greater. I still feel keenly the shabby treatment I had
at the hands of bureaucrats in the Australian Broadcasting Commission and the
Elizabethan Theatre Trust (in contrast to the encouragement given by creative
directors like, for example, William Sterling, formerly of the ABC, but now resident
in London). I've sold several television and radio plays here and in Canada which,
though innocuous enough, would probably have caused the drama departments of
Australian radio and television to faint dead away!
I could probably write several thousand words on the subject of expatriatism, but
the above is perhaps enough. Except perhaps to add that, in the field of poetry, the
clique. you're in here, and the influential people you know, playa tremendous part in
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getting your work published. Nevertheless I think the general standard (if I may use
such a dreadful expression) of Australian poetry is much higher than that of English
poetry (if one excludes Auden, who is 'American'). I don't think any English poet
now writing approaches the talents of people like A. D. Hope or Judith Wright.
JAMES CORBElT-an Australian "in the sense that Florence Nightingale was
Italian! I was born in Fremantle and brought to England by my parents when I was
three. My only memory of the country is of leaving; being held up over the ship's
rail to see the streamers being thrown". Has been published in Australian journals
and Commonwealth anthologies.
JULIAN COWAN-born in Melbourne, trained and worked as a press photographer in Perth. Travelled in Europe and Asia. Lived for three years in England,
and spent seven months living and travelling on the English canals, mainly in winter,
during 1969-70.
"Being an Australian in London in itself is full of problems. No one is prepared
to believe you can do anything or know anything, and trying to get a job as a Press
photographer in an industry heavily hit by redundancies and newspaper closures
was like trying to get a train after it had snowed unexpectedly.
The freelance jobs I did for a large Press agency were indeed an education.
Sixty photographers lined up all waiting to photograph Prince Charles. Zoom.
Click. Thirty seconds. Then the police move us all back behind the barrier like a
lot of naughty schoolchildren. Everything is so well disciplined in England-on the
surface. Even a riotous demonstration, the demonstrators one side, the police the
other, and you in the middle.
The. life is a fascinating blend of the old fashioned and the way out. Like most
Australians I missed the sun. The watered down lager and flat beer make most
Australian stomachs turn, which is probably just as well or one could become like
the locals and virtually live for ever in the marvellous pubs. Except for visas, of
course. Trying to extend one, even with an English wife, could be a pantomime that
made up for the five-hour wait in the inevitable English queue (English? It was
full of every race under the grey, leaden sky). There are times petty English bureaucrats need a well directed kick in the pants."
KENNETH ELLIS-born 1945 in Adelaide, worked as a journalist. Has broadcast
over the B.B.C. Now living in London.
"With much written and little published my job as a literary social climber
brings me to London. For I believe that the quality of a poem-so long as the
poem is competent-has little to do with its prospect of being published. To get
anywhere, Australian poems, like Rolf Harris, have to go abroad to meet the right
people."
WILLIAM GRONO-Graduate, University of W.A. Now studying at Syracuse
University, New York.
ROSS HAIG-Arts graduate, University of W.A. Journalist, has worked in radio,
and with the B.B.C. Travelled in Europe, Africa, India. Published a book of poems.
At present in Perth, but returning to Hong Kong.
T. A. G. HUNGERFORD-Novelist and short story writer. Has travelled widely
abroad. Lives in Perth.
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FRANCES KELLY-born 1943 Gippsland, Victoria. Journalist, critic, columnist,
poet. Before coming to London Arts Editor of The Canberra Times. Now Assistant
to the Editor of Art and Artists magazine, London. Wants to be publicity officer for
major State Australian museum/gallqy when she grows up.
MALCOLM LEVENE-Left Perth to live and work in England.
ROSS LONNIE-Graduate in Law, University of W.A.
PETER PORTER-born in Brisbane, now lives in London. Poet and contributor to
the New Statesman.
RANDOLPH STOW-novelist and poet. Born at Geraldton, now living in
England.
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OLD AMSTERDAM

Canals divide the nightly noise,
the human traffic and the cars
which bulge the town, and seem so still,
so sure, so adequately real,
that nothing stands. The people drown
without an individual groan
or splash, dissolve and disappear
uncomprehending as the hour.
The properties and business melt.
Only the lights remain to blast
disrupted signals on the waste,
and silences return, unspoilt.

JAMES CORBETT
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"Property is the fruit of labour.
Property is desirable.
it is a positive I!.ood in the world."
Abraham Lincoln.
25 ~Iarch 1864.
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